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NnAI'D CHICAGO ART The artist known as 'Nice One' hides his identity during an art event April 18th at the New'd resale shop at 1917 W. LH Division St. Nice One, an art and design major at Columbia, is one of many artists who have been featured at the store's 
monthly art show, stARt See page 13 the fun story. 
Jody Warner THE CHRONICLE 
A super-sized trip 
to the Middle East 
Filmmaker Morgan Spurlock 
releases new film, documenting 
his search for terror target 
Osama bin Laden 
by Derek Kucynda 
Assistant A&E Editor 
BY OBSERVING the everyday actions of all 
types of people and professions, documen-
tary filmmaker Morgan Spurlock has lit-
erally walked in the shoes of many of his 
subjects in his pursuit of exposing ordinary 
situations and making them explorations 
of different human endeavors. 
From gaining 25 pounds in the 2004 docu-
mentary SUper Size Me, by eating nothing 
but McDonald's fast food for 30 days, to 
living off of minimum wage for a month on 
his FX show, "30 Days," Spurlock has expe-
rienced a variety of professions and habits 
that American people are accustomed to. 
Recently, Spurlock had a limited release of 
his new documentary, Where in the world is 
Osama bin Laden?, in which he travels to the 
Middle East in pursuit of the world's most 
notorious terrorist. 
The Chronicle recently spoke with Spur-
lock about what the public can expect in 
the new season of "3D Days," closing in 
on Osama bin Laden at the Pakistan/Iraq 
border and the so-called anti -American 
sentiment of Muslims in the Middle East. 
The Chronicle: In your newest feature-
length documentary, JIIIJ..-. in the world i8 
0NmII bin Llulm7, you travel to the Middle 
The Chronicle spoke with Morgan Spurlock. who traveled to the Middle East for his feature documentery 
'Where in the World Is Osama Bin Laden?', While Shooting the film, Spurlock discovered that the media's 
portrayal of Muslims' discontent for Americans was exaggerated. 
East in search of Osama bin Laden. At 
any point during your trip, did you feel 
threatened? 
Morgan Spurlock : There were a lot of 
times [when] I felt in danger. I t hink 
when we felt the most at-risk was when 
we were in Afghanistan, and we were 
embedded with the troops. Those guys are 
targets every day. They are targeted by Al 
AP 
Qaeda, they are targeted by the Taliban, by 
militants, you name it. 
At any moment, something terribly 
wrong could happen. 
We were with them at one point , trave l-
ing down the road, and we were following 
the governor's convoy. There was a Taliban 
" SEE SPURLOCK, PG. 20 
ON THE RECORD 
WITH THE semester winding down, the 
Student Government Association spent 
the majority of one of its final meetings 
discussing a student proposed resolu-
tion focused on the u.s. Army Career 
Center,lO E. Harrison St. The resolution 
requested the SGA take a stance for or 
aga inst the center and put its opinion 
on record. 
» SEE PG. 4 
ALL NIGHT PARTY 
FOR THE second year in a row, the Loop 
will come alive at night as artists, per-
fonners,dancers,musicians and visitors 
gather for Looptopia. Starting at 5 p.m. 
on May 2, event -goers can see hundreds 
of artists at 100 venues throughout the 
Loop. Most events are free. 
» SEE PG. 38 
MACY'S MAKES 
GREEN PLANS 
MACY'S INC - owner of Macy 's and 
Bloomingdale's- is taking the firs t 
steps toward env ironmenta l conser-
vat ion. Macy 's launched its new eco· 
friendly initiatives jus t in time for 
Earth Week. Environmental awareness 
events were held in stores th roughout 
the count ry. In add ition to the current 
initiatives, Macy's is working on more 
eco-friendly plans to be launched at t he 
end of the year. 
» SEE PG. 39 
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Editor's column by Amanda Maurer Editor-in-Chief 
Terms of (dis ) service 
It happens all the time_ while signing up 
for a new service or installing a new pro-
gram, suddenly: Pop! 
The Privacy Policytrenns of Use/Legal 
mumbo-jumbo window opens. We all click 
"Yes, I agree" and move on. 
But how many of you honestly read the 
Privacy Policy each time those windows 
open? 
They're everywhere. Sometimes you're 
not even given the option to agree to them: 
One day I was playing around on my iPod 
Touch and found the Legal Notices details. 
It took 56 finger scrolls to "read" through 
the entire document. The type size was a 
fraction of this. 
SO if all of this information is so incredi-
bly important to include (and consequently 
takes up my iPod's memory), why is it pre-
sented in such an unattractive way? 
And it's not only that: Companies must 
know people don't read them. It's reaUy a 
matter of practicality-who really has {and 
can take) the time to go through each line to 
understand each detail of the policy? 
It's all too much. SUre we, the consumer 
and the company, need to be protected. We 
all need some sort of rules and regulations 
to adhere to. Although this documentation 
is needed, it's definitely not a secret that no 
one reads it. 
That's how I felt when I signed up for 
Facebook. Privacy policy? No problem_ 
I'm a good person. I wasn't planning on 
doing anything too devious on the site, so I 
clicked OK and went on my merry way. 
I didn't have the time to read through 
legal tenns. (Incidentally, if you print out 
the Terms of Use, the document is 15 pages 
long with standard 12·point font , I-inch 
margins, etc.) 
Instead, I needed to friend people I hadn't 
spoken to in years, upload scandalous 
photos and join all sorts of crazy groups like 
"Chicago suburbanites that hate having 
to explain where they live when it's way 
easier to say Chicago." 
But I never thought I would be in viola-
tion of any of those unread tenns. 
That's why I was really taken aback when 
my account on Facebook was temporarily 
disabled. While I was working on a project, 
apparently I had messaged too many people 
within a certain amount of time. 
Facebook thought I was a spammer. 
As a consequence I was suddenly logged 
out and my account was disabled. 
While I automatically shot off an e-mail 
to the "Facebook team" explaining my situ-
ation, I was even more upset by the com-
pany's "explanation" for why my account 
was cut off. 
Apparently I had reached my e-mail limit 
without any warning. I checked the "Help 
Topics " to find out what that limit was. 
"Unfortunately, Facebook cannot provide 
any specifics on the rate limits 
that we enforce" was the response. 
I looked through some of the other FAQs, 
and the answers were just as vague. 
I was incredibly frustrated. I wanted 
answers, and I felt like the company was 
skirting around the issue. 
SO, I checked the lS-page Terms of Use, 
(and even glanced through the "Facebook 
Code of Conduct" and other links. ) 
Again, nothing was helpful. 
To be fair, it's understandable why the 
company can't release some infonnation, 
but at least it would be considerate to have 
some sort of a solution to offer to people 
once they face a problem like this. 
It's definitely one issue if the company 
makes it clear in fine print that certain con-
duct will not be tolerated. But to be so vague 
with one's tenns and to not offer solutions 
is unacceptable. 
Fortunately some administrator some-
where smiled on my account and reacti· 
vated it a few hours later. 
So did I learn a lesson? Maybe. 
This whole experience was simply anoth-
er reminder of how we place too much faith 
in technology. 
Maybe I'll start an address book (yes, 
with even those random people I only ~m 
friends with so we can talk homework), 
because I've learned there's no relying on 
the services and programs we all "agreen 
to. 
amaurrT~hroniclemail.com 
CAMPUS POLL: Are you planning to attend this year's Looptopia? 
"No, 1 don 't th ink I will. I worked during 
it last year and it kind of just turned me 
off it: 
Jon Mueller 
JunJor 
Film Dfld Video 
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" I'm really not sure yet. I have not gone 
before, so I'm just stili deciding whether 
or not I actually want to go: 
Dan Zalewlkl 
Sophomoro 
Graphic Dos lgn 
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" I'm debating If I stili want to go, I liked 
It last year, but I heard Bank of America 
Is not sponsoring this year so it might not 
be all that good: 
Lizabeth Hettl.r 
Freshman 
Photography and Music 
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Campus News 
Career networking for all 
Students can show off their 
work and portfolios In 5 
campus-wide receptions 
by Miles Maftean 
Assistant campus News Editor 
FOR GRADUATING students, the real world is 
only weeks away. To help with networking, 
columbia is offering another opportunity 
for graduating and graduate s tudents to 
show off their work to professionals. 
The Portfolio Center will be hosting its 
first Industry Night through five campus-
wide receptions on May lS as a means of 
networking students into their profes-
sions. Students can bring their portfolios 
and resumes to different receptions to meet 
with industry professionals for potential 
job opportunities. 
According to David Lewis, a creative 
industry liaison for the Portfolio Center, the 
Portfolio Center decided to host this event 
the day before the Manifest Urban Arts Fes· 
tival on May 16 as an opening night recep-
tion for the festival. Lewis said all events 
will be networking events to mingle with 
professionals. 
"Our hope is that students will see this as 
a professional opportunity rather than just 
a celebration like Manifest," Lewis said. 
Lewis said the event will focus on a 
number of different academic areas, includ-
ing journalism, fine arts, film and video, 
advertising and marketing. Students should 
bring portfolios and resumes, but informa-
tion sessions will be offered for speci fics on 
what students need to bring to the Indus· 
try Night on May 7. Lewis said all students 
should t reat the night as a formal event. 
The "All Access Night Club" function will 
be for music business and photography 
majors at 7 p.m. at Reggie's Music Joint , 
located at 2105 S. State St. The event will 
be for students 21 or older and will have 
live entertainment. students will be able to 
have meetings with music industry profes· 
sionals throughout the night. 
The "Advertising and Design Showcase" 
will be from 4 to 7 p.m . in the Conaway 
Center in the 1104 Center, 1104 S. Wabash 
Ave. The showcase will be for photography, 
marketing, interactive arts and media and 
film and video majors. 
Another major showcase will be the "Art 
Expo" from 5 to 8 p.m. The event will be for 
all art and design, photography and book 
and paper arts majors. The location for this 
event will not be in one place, but will be at 
galleries around the campus. 
A "Journalism Showcase and Reception" 
will be held from 4 to 7 p.m. on the second 
floor of the 33 E. Congress Parkway Building. 
The event will be for journalism majors and 
will feature writers, broadcasters and pho-
tojournalists in the professional field. 
The last reception will be the "Film and 
Video Showcase and Reception" from 5 to 
8 p.m. in the Film Row Cinema of the 1104 
Center, 1104 S. wabash Ave. The showcase 
will be for film and video majors and will 
feature producers, directors, cinematogra· 
phers and screenwriters. 
Lewis said the Industry Night came about 
through conversations in the Portfolio 
Center. He said the center talked about how 
college is structured and how the industry 
is structured. The difference between the 
two structures allowed the Portfolio Center 
to create this event to focus more on a pro· 
fessional showcase. The Portfolio Center 
decided to make an event where profession· 
als could go from one event to another. 
"There is going to be this crossover and 
we hope that the students take advantage 
of that too," Lewis said. 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
All Access NICht Club 
7 p.m. Reggle's MusIC JOlnl . 2105 S. 
Slate Sl. 
Adverttsmc and 0e:IICn Showc ... 
4-1 p.m. Conaway Center. 1104 S. 
...... labash A-.re. 
Art Expo 
5-8 p.m. Galleries around campus 
Joul'Mhm Showcase and Receptfon 
4- 7 p .m 33 E. Congress Parkway 
FUm and Video Showc ... and R~p­
tion 
5.--8 p.m. Film Row Cinema. 1104 5 
Wabasn Ave . 
* 
* 
** 
The locations for Industry Night on May 16 spread throughout the South LOOp. All events will be free for 
graduating and graduate students. 
Another major planner for Industry Night 
is caroline Juhlin , a creat ive industry liai-
son for the Portfolio Center. Juhlin said she 
is primarily in charge of the "Art Expo" and 
the "Advertising and Design Showcase," and 
said she is already having an overwhelming 
response from the community. 
"The event is not structured at all like a 
career fa ir," Juhlin said. "We rea lly wanted 
it to be structured a lot like what it's going 
to be like in the real world." 
Students are responding well to the 
new industry night. Daphne Karagianis, a 
senior graphic design major,said she will be 
Kimi Badger THE CHRONICLE 
attending the event and has been looking 
forward to having a showcase prior to the 
Manifest Urban Arts Festival. 
"There is going to be so many people 
there that you can network with and pos· 
sibly get something very great out of it," 
Karagianis said. 
lnfonnational sessions will be available on 
May 7in the Portfolio Center, located at the 
Wabash Campus Building, 623 S. Wabash Ave. 
in Suite 307. Students should e·mail the Portfo -
lio Center at Portfolio@Colum.edu. 
mmaftean@Chroniclrntail.com 
P-Fac questions department's hiring practices 
Sources say Art and Design 
Department adjuncts need 
support from administrators 
by Tim Bearden 
Assistant Campus News Editor 
ADJUNCT FACU LTY members in the Art and 
DeSign Department lost pay this yea r when 
the department cut their classes as a result 
of unusual hiring practices, according to 
officials from P· Fac, the part-time faculty 
union. 
This past fall 47 new adjunct faculty 
members were hired in the Art and Design 
Department, according to Peter Insley, 
P-Fac's treasurer. However, a source from 
the department said this was inconsistent 
with the usual hiring done by the depart-
ment's administration. 
According to data from the Department 
of Research , Evaluat ion and Planning, the 
Art and Design Department had a total of 
168 part· time faculty as of the fall of 2007. 
The 47 new members represent 28 percent 
of the total adjuncts. 
However, the Film and Video Depart-
ment, which is the largest department on 
Columbia in 10 seconds ... or less 
CUMA to hold 'Day After 
Tomorrow' music conference 
COLUMBIA'S URBAN Music Association will 
hold its annual conference from April 30 
to May 3. The conference will be free, 
and a complete schedule of events can 
be found at CUMAConference.com 
Science and Math Department 
appOints new chair 
CONSTANTIN RASINARIU was recently 
announced as the new chair of the Sci-
ence and Math Department. Rasinariu 
had previously held the position of acting 
chair in the department. 
campus, hired 12 new part-time faculty 
members in the fa ll of 2007, according to 
Insley, which represents 7 percent of its 157 
total adjuncts. 
The Art, Enterta inment and Media 
Management Department also had a high 
number of new hires last fall. 
According to Mosella Clair, department 
manager for the AEMM Depa rtment , 29 
new adjuncts were hired for fall, which rep-
resents 26 percent of its 111 total adjuncts. 
Insley said no questions were raised by 
members of the AEMM Department regard· 
ing the number of adjuncts hired. 
Si TV looks for reporters to 
cover political conventions 
STUDENTS INTERESTED in covering the 
Democratic and Republican National 
Conventions can attend th is search on 
April 28 from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. in the Hokin 
Annex of t he Wabash Campus Building. 
"We received no complaints or s tate-
ments from (the AEMM department's 
adjuncts! stating they were trying to cut 
down the number of classes for experienced 
teachers," he said. 
However,according to Insley, those were 
the chief complaints came from the Art and 
Design Department. 
"What they've done (in the Art and Design 
Department] is they 've hired a bunch of 
new {part-time] faculty to replace longer· 
term (part-time] faculty," Insley said. 
» SEE ADJUNCTS, PG. 8 
Art and Design faculty 
member resigns 
KATE EZRA. faculty member of 14 years 
in the Art and Design Department, has 
res igned in order to take the posit ion of 
Curator of Academic Affairs at the Yale 
University art ga llery start ing on Aug. I. 
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SGA debates recruitment center existence 
Student presents resolution 
requesting SGA to take a stance 
by Robert Bykowski 
campus News Editor 
WIT~ ONLY a few weeks left in the semester, 
the Student Government Association spent 
the majority of its second-ta-last meeting 
on April 22 entertaining a resolution on the 
local U.S. Army recruitment center. 
The SGA, which will have its last meeting 
on Aprii29 before holding its elections for 
the '08-'09 academic year on May 6, spent 
the majority of its meeting listening to and 
discussing a proposed reso lution asking 
the SGA'S members to voice their opinions 
and collect student input regarding the U.S. 
Career Center, located in the University 
Center of Chicago at 10 E. Harrison St. 
Kevin Gasztola authored a resolution sponsored by 
the SGA's campus Environment Committee that was 
discussed during the SGA's Apri l 22 meetlrc. 
Dan Thompson THE CHRONICl£ 
The resolution was authored by sopho-
more film and video major Kevin Gosztola 
and sponsored by the SGA's Campus Envi-
ronment Committee. In his proposal,Gosz-
tola claimed the existence of the recruit-
ment center on Columbia's campus was 
"an issue dividing student body unity on 
campus," and that the SGA needed to get 
involved. 
Sophomore film and video major Kevin Gosztola petitions the Student Government Association on April 22 
to investigate the presence and role of the U.S. Army Career Center located at 10 E. Harrison St. 
that they can approach us, and we can be 
their mouthpiece to the administration," 
said Andrew Breen, senior cultural studies 
major and SGA senator. 
Breen added the SGA should help Gosztola 
and a small handful of supporters who also . 
attended the meeting because they were 
"following the bureaucratic chain of com-
mand" by collecting student signatures in 
opposition to the center and meeting with 
the SGA committee. "'There's this division in the student body 
over how to handle the recruitment center 
land I think) that something should be done 
by the SGA to attend to the fact that there's 
a concern about it," Gosztola said. 
The SGA'S response to the proposed 
resolution was mixed, and various sena-
tors were unsure what, if anything, the 
SGA could do. 
"The biggest thing is it's not on our 
camp_us; we have no jurisdiction," said SGA 
President Brian Matos. "The Educational 
Advancement Fund owns the building 
and t he U.S. Equities operates t he build-
ing, so whether Columbia likes it, hates 
it or doesn't care, it's really not in SGA'S 
jurisdiction." 
Other senators asked Gosztola how he 
would suggest the SGA go about obtaining 
the student input given that columbia is 
•• ro "1" •• 11,, ,,,1"1 nc,cllng.colum .• du 
C~LUMe{A COLltGt RECYCLI NG- PROGRAM 
Columbia" dcQO 
' . I , I I t il ' t , H , I . "" (.I {I ...... -~.-" ... - --. 
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not the only college with a student body 
represented in the University Center. 
"You're the s tudent government; that 
would be your job; he said. 
And while some senators weren't sure 
whether the SGA could or should get 
involved, others felt the topic fell under the 
umbrella of what the SGAdoes on a regular 
basis. 
"These are the people that we're sup-
posed to be representing and speaking for, 
and they feel this issue is important enough 
The proposition was subsequently voted 
on, but did not pass. Gosztola later said he 
found the six abstention votes dishearten-
ing, as he felt it was an issue the SGA sena-
tors should've voted either for or against. 
rbyItowshi~hronidnNIil.&Om 
The Music Center of Columbia College Chicago 
1014 S. Michigan at 11'h St. 
Concert H a I I Events 
Monday April 28 
Jazz Guitar Ensemble Recital 
12:00 PM 
The Blues Ensemble in Concert 
7:00 PM 
Tuesday April 29 
Groove Band 1 in Concert 
12:00 PM 
The Latin Ensemble in Concert 
7:00 PM 
ShFll'\lvnrul Conservatory 
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Former student killed on bike 
Tyler Fabeck I 1985-2008 
Driver cited for failure to slow 
down 
by Becky Schlikerman 
Associate Editor 
A MEMBER of columbia's community, 
former film and photography major Tyler 
Fabeck. was killed in a cycling accident 
on April 20. 
A bike enthusiast, Tyler rode his bicycle 
around the city and participated in bike 
events like Critical Mass, a monthly ride 
where hundreds of cyclists take to the 
road, older brother Jason Fabeck said. 
Tyler Fabeck, 22, was killed in the early 
hours of April 20 while riding his bicycle 
home from a party, less than a 10 minute 
ride away, Jason said. Tyler was at the 
intersection of Logan Boulevard and Elston 
Avenue trying to make the light before it 
tu rned red. A car was doing the same thing 
when it hit him, Jason said. 
Chicago Police Officer JoAnn Taylor said 
Tyler turned left in front of a vehicle at 1:15 
a. m. and was struck on the 2300 block of 
West Logan Boulevard. 
He was taken tOAdvocate Illinois Mason-
ic Medical Center, 836 W. Wellington Ave. , 
where he was pronounced dead. 
The driver of the vehicle was cited for 
failing to slow down to avoid an accident. 
Jason said Tyler wasn't wearing a hel -
met-he never wore one. 
He was a "hardcore cyclist" who zoomed 
in and out of traffic, beat lights and knew 
all of the shortcuts around the city,Jason 
said. But he said Tyler was careful to avoid 
distractions by not listening to music or 
talking on his phone. Jason also added 
that Tyler was not drunk while riding his 
bike. 
Tyler, w ho a t tended Columbia for two 
years a nd left to take a break afte r spring 
2007, was working at the Apple Store. 679 N. 
Michigan Ave., as t he visual merchandis-
ing manager for the store, Jason said. 
Jason said his brother was laidback and 
knew how to calm people down. 
"He always smiled, even when it was a 
bad day," he said. 
"A lot of people are going to miss him," 
Jason said. "I miss him a lot." 
As more cycl ists take to the road, both 
drivers and cyclists should share the road 
responsibly and safely. said Margo O'Hara, 
director of Communications for the Chica-
goland Bicycle Federation. Cycl ists should 
follow a ll the traffic signals a nd drivers 
should drive at a reasonable speed. 
"Everyone has a respons ibility to them-
selves and to each other when they're trav-
eling on the roads," O'Hara said. 
The main thing a cyclis t should do to 
s tay safe is to "stay visible and ride predict-
ably," O'Hara said. 
w earing a light and having reflectors is key 
to making sure cars can see a cyclist, O'Hara 
said. She added that cyclists shouldn't swerve 
in traffic or ride erratically. 
O'Hara said the Chicagoland Bicycle Fed-
eration also encourages cyclists to always 
wear helmets. 
"It's important that cyclists understand 
they are vulnerable on the road and we 
don't h ave [drivers'] airbags and s teel 
frames to protect us," O'Hara said. "It's 
important to protect yourself when at all 
possible." 
There is also a state-produced "Bicycle 
Rules of the Road" guide for bicyclists, 
s imilar to t he rule book for drivers, which 
outlines the laws that exis t for cyclists 
in Illinois , O'Hara said. Some of the laws 
include having a rear reflector, a front 
headlight , signaling when turning and 
obeying traffic laws. 
The guide also outlines the rights of cyclists, 
some of which include that a car can't cut 
cyclists off or park in a bicycle lane. 
For more safety information, visit BiheTraf-
fic.org . 
bschliherman@chroniclemail.com 
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Tyler Fabeck was killed while riding his byclcle on April 20 at around 1:15 a.m. on the 2300 block of Logan 
Boulevard. I 
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Israeli en~neer speaks on water shortage 
Dr, Michal Perle-Kellner 
discusses environmental issues 
in Israel through presentation 
by Miles Mattean 
Assistant Campus News Editor 
AS PART of the celebration for Earth week, 
columbia hosted a presentation by a 
native Israeli environmental engineer on 
the latest environmental projects Israel is 
undertaking. 
The Recycling Program presented "Israel 
and Environmental Quality," a discussion 
on the environmental regulatory processes 
in Israel and the water shortage problem 
with Dr. Michal Perle-Kellner in the Fergu-
son Auditorium of the Alexandroff Campus 
Center,600 S. Michigan Ave., on April 24. 
John Wawrzaszek. the program director 
for the Recycling Program,said they decid-
ed to host an event around Eanh Day with 
an emphasis on environmental issues. He 
said ·the colleges involved with the event, 
like the University of Illinois at Chicago, 
needed a place to host the presentation,and 
wawrzaszek suggested Columbia. 
"This is a pretty decent event for us to put 
our name on," wawrzaszek said. 
Perle-Kellner, a graduate of the Israel 
Institute of Technology, worked in the 
health ministry for three years and now 
works as a professional environmental 
engineer in the largest public company in 
Israel, the Israel Electric Company. 
She has been an active member in the 
environmental regulatory process in Israel 
for the past couple of years. 
Perle-Kellner commented on many issues 
regarding Israel and its current environ-
mental projects at the event. She said the 
main environmental issue Israel faces is 
water shortage. 
According to Perle-Kellner, the Israeli 
government called an emergency confer-
ence two weeks ago due to its water short-
age problem. Perle-Kellner said water short-
age has been growing increasingly over the 
past two years. This year, Israel has had the 
least amount of water in 10 years. 
"Most of our country is located in an area 
with low rainfall ," Perle-Kellner said. "So 
water for us is very scarce." 
Another major problem that links to the 
water shortage is the vast population of the 
Israeli people. 
Perle-Kellner said Israel is such a small 
area with so many people that the demand 
fOTwater is high and the supply is continu-
ing to decrease. 
She said the only freshwater supply for 
Israel is from the Sea of Galilee, located just 
south of Lebanon, so many areas do not 
receive an adequate water supply. 
Recently, Perle-Kellner said Israel has 
produced treatment facilities for waste-
water use in major cities to serve some 
highly populated areas for Israel. Not only 
is the water produced for human consump-
tion, but Perle-Kellner said it could be also 
used for irrigation. 
Water that has already been used can be 
turned back into purified water through 
these wastewater treatment plants, accord-
It's that time of year again! 
Dr. Micha l Perle-Kellner addresses the audience 
during her presentation in the Ferguson Auditorium 
of the Alexandroff Campus Center. 600 S. Michigan 
Ave .• on April 24. 
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ing to Perle-Kellner. 
"In less than 10 years, we have more than 
doubled wastewater treatment plants," 
Perle-Kellner said. 
The water shortage has been evident 
throughout Israel, yet one area shows the 
drastic change from the shortage. 
The Dead Sea, located in the center of 
Israel, has been shrinking for the past 50 
years, according to Perle-Kellner. She said 
the sea has shrunk by one-third of its size 
and the water level continues to retreat by 
90 centimeters each year. Some of the land 
areas have even seen gaping holes begin-
ning to form. 
"The cause of these holes is water being 
reduced and there is nothing holding the 
soil there," Perle-Kellner said. "The soil 
starts to move and that is when the hole 
is made." 
The shrinking of the Dead Sea has caused 
concern for many people in Israel and its 
surrounding countries ,according to Perle-
Kellner. She said there have been plans of 
making a Peace Canal that would connect 
the Dead Sea to the Red Sea. 
The World Bank has even donated 
money to the cause, yet Perle-Kellner said 
the timing of the construction is still 
unknown. 
"There are so many problems that are 
going along with the project that I have no 
idea when it will be finished," perle-Kellner 
said. 
Some students at the presentation did 
not know about the water shortage problem 
and were surprised about the Dead Sea. 
Tyne Wilson, a senior theatrical design 
major, said she thought Perle-Kellner was 
an expert on the subject and had the desire 
to do as much as she can to assist the envi-
ronmental problems. 
"She seems very globally aware of what 
is going on in the world and how it affects 
us," Wilson said. 
mmajtean@Chroniclemail.com 
TIME TO 
ONLINE 
COMPLETE YOUR 2008-2009 
FAFSA APPLICATION 
Re-applying for your FAFSA starts the process to securing your student aid, You 
will need your Federal Student Aid PI N to access your 2008-2009 FAFSA On 
The Web Application . 
... Go to www.fafsa.ed.gov 
... Click on Fill out a FAFSA 
... Go to www.pin.ed.gov to request a duplicate copy of your PIN if needed 
Student Financial Services will begin awarding for the 2008-2009 
award year April 2008. 
Visit Student Financial Services ' Spot light for more information at: 
www.colum.edu/Student_Financial_Services. 
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» ADJUNCTS: 
Continued from PG. 3 
Administrators say they're 
working diligently to help out 
Insleyadded. he had no explanation except 
the department wanted "new blood." 
Debra Parr, associate chair for the Art and 
Design Department, said she remembered 
that the department did hire a lot of part-
time faculty last year. 
"We have between 150 and 200 part-time 
faculty working in our department," she 
said. "There's a lot of turnover." 
Parr also said it is one of the largest 
departments on campus with approxi-
mately 1,700 students and approximately 
30 full -time faculty members. 
According to the P-Fac contract,if a class 
is cancelled or "altered significantly" there 
is a continuity clause for faculty members 
who have taught 51 or more credit hours. 
However, it does not say the teacher is guar-
anteed a set number of courses or job security 
in the event of a sizable hire, like the current 
one in the Art and Design Department. 
Insley said the reason those issues 
weren 't included in the current contract, 
which was negotiated in 2006, was because 
the college tries to maintain some flexibil-
ity with hiring in the departments. 
uIf for the good of the college and the 
good of the students it's important to put 
somelxxly into a position,and they give the 
argument of a (well-known professional] 
arriving, they have to give themselves the 
flexibility to do that," he said. 
Joe Laiacona,an adjunct faculty member 
for the Interactive Arts and Media Depart-
ment, said the administration is breaking 
the spirit of the contract regarding the con-
tinuity clause. 
"The spirit of the contract is that people 
who have taught at Columbia, are experi-
enced teachers and have done their best 
over the years and are proven to be good 
teachers, ought to be rewarded with some 
kind of security," he said. 
Laiacona also said he thinks the admin-
istration is neglecting the securityoflong-
time adjuncts who have performed well. 
The union is set up to protect the faculty. 
A "contract is a two-way street" and should 
be set up with stronger wording to protect 
the employees, he said. 
Laiacona also said this should be a mutual 
kind of protection between the union and 
the adrninistratorswho should want to pro-
tect its teachers. He added he is willing to 
get security by alternative means. 
"00 you want us to go on strike to get 
security?" he said. "We will, but probably 
not this week." 
While no official strike has been discussed, 
Julian Brown, the P-Fac president, said the 
idea of picketing has been mentioned.. 
"We're committed to the contract resolu-
tion for the existing contract," he said. "". 
When the contract is exhausted though, we 
may have to look at other options." 
Brown said he hopes it won't come to 
that and no picketing or strike is currently 
planned. 
Louise Love, vice president for Academic 
Affairs,said the college would do everything 
in its power to prevent a strike, if it was 
looming, and create a positive relationship 
with the union. 
"We have met and listened and taken 
their concerns seriously," she said. 
She added the college tries to keep "a con-
ducive relationship" with the union. 
Mark Lloyd, the associate vice president 
As of fall 2007 
New part·time hires in top departments 
Total adjuncts 
From tht Dtpartmrnt of Resta",h, Evaluation and PItInninq 
of College Communication and Marketing 
and the chief marketing officer, said the 
college will not project what mayor may 
not happen. 
"We can't respond to that kind of specula-
tion,of what mayor may not happen in the 
future," Lloyd said. "It does not serve us well 
to speculate." 
Insley said striking is a terrible situation 
for the school and its students. He added 
he's against the idea of a strike and hopes 
the union can avoid it. 
"Striking is a last resort," he said. "It's like 
Kimi Badger THE CHRqNICLE 
going to war ... it's a serious thing and we 
wouldn't do it lightly." 
One union member, who requested ano-
nymity over concerns of not being re-hir 
as adjunct faculty, said the hiring in the Art 
and Design Department happened during 
the time sabina Ott was chair of the depart-
ment. Ott resigned from the position and 
went on sabbatical earlier this schQQ1·y~. 
"IAdministratorsl told us they wanted 
new, young blood," the member said. Laia-
cona and Insley had similar accounts of 
why so many people-were hired. »»» 
Summer 2008 Federal Financial Aid 
Are you going to register for Summer 200B? 
Are you wondering how you will finance your summer charges and expenses? 
Th," OffiCe of Student Financial Services IS now accept ing appllcdtlons for SU Illiller 2008 Fecil'ldl fllldl)CI,,1 I\lli SliIII Illt'l 
F(~d(:r;:jl FIn<HluaiAld I~ duturnllnceJ t)y cd lculdtll1g d student's rellld ll llllg plll',lt)lll l y In! till' 200, ~ClCl~ dl ,1lit'lllll \l',ll Pll~,hl' 
folloll lh(: steps bt low to have your file reviewed for your ellgliJl llty 
1. All students who are applying for 2008 Summer Federal Financial Aid must have a 2007-2008 
FAFSA application on file with Student Financial Services. The deadline for you to complete your 
FAFSA for 2008 summer eligibility review is May 1, 2008. 
2. Complete the Summer 2008 Financial Aid Application found through Student Financial Service's 
website at www.colum.edu/studenCfinancial_services and click on Spotlight. The deadline for you to 
complete the 2008 Summer Financial Aid Application is Friday, June 13, 2008. 
3. Submit any additional paperwork requested from you to finalize your 2008 summer financial aid. 
Columbia ~ 
COLLIQI 
»»» Insley said the program coordina-
tors, which are also full -time faculty in the 
department, do the hiring,but the chair has 
the final say in who is hired and who isn't. 
The source said meetings took place with 
Ott, but nothing was done. Eliza Nichols, the 
dean for the SChool of Fine and Performing 
Arts,headed the department afterOtt left and 
also took meetings with the union member. 
"Eliza listened and wrote down some 
stuff," the member said. "But she said there 
was nothing she could do because she just 
(took over the department]." 
Laiacona also said the administrators 
seem to be reluctant to fix the problem. 
"We are getting no support from the 
administration to get our jobs back," the 
union member said. "It's as though (the 
administration] has no sympathy." 
Lloyd said the administrators are aware 
of the situation and are looking into ave-
nues to fix it. 
"The college is aware of (the situation] 
and has taken steps to address it," Lloyd 
said. "We will share our plans with inter-
ested faculty before the beginning of [thel 
fall semester." 
Nichols was not available for comment 
at press time. Ott declined to comment, 
stating in an e-mail that she was no longer 
chair of the Art and Design Department. 
According to Laiacona, Columbia presi-
dent warrick L. carter recently sat down 
with P-Fac at a union meeting earlier this 
semester_ Carter said the college was doing 
what's in the best interest of the students. 
UI would debate that with Dr. Carter any-
time he wants to debate it," Laiacona said. 
"Let's look at the qualifications of these 
new teachers and see if they're more quali-
fied than people who have been here five 
and 10 years." 
tbefmlen@Chronic:ltmail.c:om 
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Colleges balance privacy, safe~ concerns 
Virginia Tech shooting leads to 
new regulations for colleges 
by Stevenson Swanson 
IN THE year since a mentally disturbed stu-
dent went on a shooting rampage at Vir-
ginia Tech, federal regulators, educators 
and legal experts have tried to reach a new 
understanding of the complex web of pri-
vacy laws that came under heavy criticism 
as one of the reasons no one acted in time 
to prevent the tragedy. 
New regulations, infonnation campaigns 
and legislation are all part of the effort 
to make sure that college and university 
officials realize that in cases of imminent 
threats, the safety of students trumps legal 
barriers that otherwise would prevent offi -
cials from discussing. a student's mental 
state or revealing student records. 
"The bottom line is that you'd always 
rather have a privacy lawsuit than a death 
lawsuit," said RobertSmith,a Boston lawyer 
who specializes in advising colleges and 
universities. 
In February, the Virginia Tech tragedy 
found a deadly echo at Northern Illinois 
University when a mentally disturbed 
former student killed five people and him-
self. And on April 11, officials at St. Xavier 
University on Chicago's Southwest Side 
closed the campus after threatening graf· 
fiti was found in a bathroom in a freshman 
coed dormitory. 
After investigating Virginia Tech's 
response to the massacre and the events 
that led up to it, a state panel concluded 
MGT 
there was "widespread confusion about 
wha t federal and s ta te privacy laws 
allow." 
Virginia Tech officials were hardly alone 
in not knowing what the law does and 
does not allow in the case of troubled stu· 
dents,according to many higher-education 
experts. 
"A hands·off approach is often seen as 
the safes t method of dealing with these 
students," University of Virginia law profes· 
sor Richard Bonnie said. 
The law at the center of the privacy 
debate is the Family Educational Rights and 
Privacy Act,a 1974 statute known as FERPA. 
For minors, the law prohibits schools from 
disclosing a student's educational records 
without consent from the student's parents. 
At age 18, that right transfers to the students, 
accounting for the rude awakening many 
parents receive when they find out they are 
no longer entitled to see their child's grades 
without pennission. 
In addition to FERPA, a host of other fed· 
eral and state laws, plus regulations and 
court rulings, govern the disclosure of edu-
cational and health records. 
But several experts said what college 
administrators often don't rea lize is that 
FERPA and other privacy laws have pro-
visions that allow for the disclosure of a 
student 's records in case of an emergency. 
A flier that the U.S. Department of Educa-
tion sent to colleges and universities last 
year said the law "permits school officials to 
disclose without student consent education 
records, including personally identifiable 
information from those records, to protect 
the health and safety of students or other 
individuals." 
That came as no surprise to Jan walbert, 
vice president for Student Affairs at Arcadia 
University in Glenside,Pa.She said the law 
has never stopped her from taking what-
ever action she thought necessary to help 
a troubled student. 
"I do think there's this perception that 
elements of FERPA limit us from doing the 
right thing," said walbert, a fonner presi-
dent of the National Association of Student 
Personnel Administrators. 
But even if privacy laws contain exemp· 
tions for emergencies,it is not always obvi· 
ous what constitutes an emergency, she 
said. 
MCT 
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Immerse yourself in this creative en'virl~ ••• 
and discover new inspiration. Be sUlmldl;llIIlIII.y 
fresh perspectives and a vibrant COlnnlural 
minded students and artists. right ID the h ...... illlll 
heart of Chicago's South Loop. 
ION AT EVERY ANGLE 
• 2 and 4 bedroom lofls 
• Smgle or double bedrooms 
• Artfully furnished 
• Full kitchen in each loft 
• 42" flat -panel HOTV In living room 
• Utilities Included at one flat rate ielectrlclty, gas, water, satellite TV, 
Internet, emergency phonel 
• High-speed Internet In every bedroom and living room, 
W, -F, In common areas 
• Art studio space, music practice rooms and study lounges 
• Eleventh -floor sky lounge with outdoor terrace 
• On -Site fitness center and laundry facility 
• Modern fire/life -safety systems with automatic fire sprinklers 
• Ca rd -key entry Into each loft and indiVidually locking bedroom door~ 
• 2/1 -hour lobby attendant and security cameras 
• Secure , Indoor heated parking available 
• Pay online or by cred" ca rd 
• IndiVidual contracts, no liability for noommatcs' rent 
642 South Clark St. 
www.dwlghlloftl .com 
312.588.1234 
FEATURE PHOTO - Lunchtime OJ Series 
Matt Poisson, who just moved to Chicago from Arizona, deejays in the Lunchtime OJ Series on 
April 22 in the Hokin Annex in the wabash Campus Building, 623 S. Wabash Ave. 
SPECIAL TO THE CHRONICLE 
Musings of a realistic 
(and recent) bride 
Crit ical Encounters' Roots and 
Routes: Weekly Narrat ives of 
Poverty and Privilege 
by Krista Rogers 
Staff, Liberal Education Department 
Engaged. Wedding. Bride, These are three 
words that seem quite innocent but put in 
a conversation they gain the momentum 
of uLions and tigers and bears, OH MY!" 
Some people flee in terror at the mention 
of taffeta. Others want to know every 
detail down to the color of 
Rachael Strecher THE CHRONICLE 
says reality, I can see w hy people break 
down during planning, especially when 
minor details start adding up in terms of 
'stress and dollar signs. 
We had an engagement during which the 
year long month-by-month checklist was 
jokingly checked off within a few weeks. I 
didn't buy my dress from a large scale wed-
ding industry supplier but rather off the 
rack from a shop with two wonderful ladies 
that fitted it perfectly. It took me an hour 
to find it. My bridesmaids were told ublue" 
for their dresses. I didn't care what spe-
cific blue they chose or whether the dresses 
were from their closets or from a s tore. 
They didn't match magazine standards but 
rather looked amazipgly beautiful in: their 
individuality. 
One amusing trip to a men's clothing 
store led to some good laughs and the pur-
chase of suits rather than rental tuxes for 
my husband and the groomsmen. No one 
the monogrammed napkins. critical encounters: 
"To have and to hold" soon 
was stuck with sometl;ting 
they had to rent or leave hang-
ing in a closet after being worn 
once. becomes Uto have and to 
buy" as the wedding indus-
try bombards the bride-to·be 
with subliminal messages of 
what is essential as part of 
POV~RTy 
± privilege 
It is quite sim ple to scale 
back when thinking of plans. 
I'd rather put that effort in the 
a wedding, I'm proud to say that, now a 
newlywed, I survived th is land of pastel 
colored jordan almonds ruled by bridezillas 
insistent on having every detail of THEIR 
perfect day. 
I never wanted to be a princess bride,My 
husband's name is not westley, There were 
no singing animals or pumpkin carriages 
included in the planning, I look ridiculous 
in a tiara, I wanted to be able to look back at 
a picture of me on my wedding day and see 
ME in that photograph, not a super glossy 
version with a slight resemblance. This is 
exactly what I can do and without cringing 
at the thought of how much was spent. 
UMoney is no object." It 's "your day" 
and so you should be able to have what-
ever you want. The emphasis put on those 
two words, be it in ink on a page, pixels 
on a screen or figuratively in the air from 
being spoken, does include that there are 
dollar signs hidden around them. Before 
too long the wants can turn into needs and 
the needs into the need for more money, 
uSpendl Spend! Spend!" says society. "Drive 
yourself and everyone around you crazy!" 
key elements of why this day is 
happening and for those to be in attendance. 
When I think back to my wedding, it's the 
moment I saw my fiance for the last time 
before he became my husband that rings 
truer than how much was spent on favors. 
I wanted my guests to reme~ber how they 
danced for hours at the reception and had 
such a great time, not the chandelier that 
hung above them on the dance floor. To be 
completely honest, I can't even remember 
if there was one above that dance floor. 
The aim of Critica l Encounters is to encourage 
you to engage With difficult questions about pov-
erty and privilege. Each weeh, Critical Encoun -
ters presents a persona l narrative from a stu -
dentJaculty, s taff or administrator of Columbia . 
Write to me about what you think , how th ese 
narratives made you think Qbout your own jour-
ney, whether you Qgree or disagree with the views 
thQt emerge from these narratives. Hopefully, you 
will feel inspired to un-ite your own nQrratives, 
which you CQn send to me for inclusion in this 
column or on our website. - Stephanie Shone-
han {CriticalEncounters@colurn .edu) Colurn . 
edu /CriticQI En counters 
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.1 • (do · indie 
Real Art. Rea l People. Real World . 
Independent Artists Share Ideas for 
Creating and Sustaining Success. 
topic: 
independent cartoonist 
guest speakers: 
Ivan Brunetti 
John Hankiewicz 
Onsmith 
Thursday, May 1st 6:0n- 8:00 pm 
3rd floor of Columbia Library 
624 S. Michigan Ave. 
p.eseflled by: 
CoIumtKu • 
I\bi'ar¥ 
z 1 COLUMB IA 
: :~~~~iATION 
(J NIETWOAK 
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Arts & Entertainment 
April 18 opening reception for the monthly art gal.lery at New'd, 1917 W. Division St. The high-end resale shop hosts monthly art events featuring street artists and 
Art in the New'd 
Resale clothing store hosts 
monthly gallery, f ills wall space 
with local artists' work 
by Meha Ahmad 
Staff Writer 
COLUMBIA ART students now have anoth-
er local outlet to showcase and sell their 
work-and they can buy a pair of jeans for 
$20 at the same time. 
Wicker Park is home to a new haven for 
street artists. New'd, a high-end clothing 
resale shop at 1917 W. Divis ion St., hosts 
StART, a monthly art show for relatively 
unknown artists in Chicago. Every third 
Friday of the month, the walls are covered 
with new multimedia street art made with 
paint, s tencils , paste-ups, markers and 
paint and soft sculptures. 
This month, the store showcased the 
work of two Columbia students, who are 
known by their street artist aliases Tiny 
and Nice One, both art and design majors. 
New'd will host the artists' work until May 
16 and provide the artists with a place to 
sell their pieces. 
But according to locals and regulars of 
the show, stART is more like a casual party 
combined with an art show, rather than a 
formal gallery. A DJ plays hip-hop music at 
the checkout counter,as the bass gets expo-
nentially louder.A documentary on graffiti 
art, Bomb It, was projected onto the back 
wall while guests enjoyed free beer. Patrons 
also shopped for high-end used clothing 
throughout the resale shop. 
When New'd opened 10 months ago, 
owner Brandon Nappi said he was looking 
for a way to cover the empty walls in the 
boutique. will Chambers, street artist and 
art curator at New'd, then suggested hosting 
a gallery-style show to give a leg up to local 
artists, as well as an artsy factor to New'd's 
appeal of low prices and decent finds. 
"[ kind of wanted a place for all my artist 
friends and less appreciated artists without 
other outlets to have a place to show their 
work," said Chambers, whose artist alias is 
Artillery. 
The art sold in New'd isn't likely to be 
priced in the thousands of dollars,like some 
pieces in other galleries. At New'd, pieces 
ranged from $20 to Slso.Largersets of work 
with more than one piece cost more. 
Nice One's 26-piece set of letters, "Alpha-
bet Soup," which look somewhat 3-D, had a 
price tag of S600,and Tiny's set"u shoes for 
• SEE NEW'D, PG . 20 
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Will Chambers , known by his alias. 'Artillery: IS the primary art curator for New'd event stART. which show· 
cases local artists' work every month at the high-end resale shOp In Wicker Park. 
Jody warner THE CHRONICLE 
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Just the ticket by Matt Fagerholm Assistant A&E Editor 
Summer (movie) lovin' 
In the winter, films are routinely made 
for awards. In the summer, they're made 
for audiences. And why not? The next few 
months offer much· needed leisure time 
away from life's nonstop rat race. It's easy 
for intellectual types and film purists,such 
as myself, to scoff at such mindless escap-
ism, but count me out. 
I clearly remember the days when I was 
a movie-loving kid,high off the excitement 
promised by summer vacation. I laughed 
at Jim Carrey's antics in Batman Forever, 
cried at Mufasa's death in The Lion King and 
gasped at the wall of fire unleashed by the 
alien rnothership in Independence Day. While 
most critics look forward to their end-of· 
the-year top 10 lists, I secretly treasure the 
moment when the big summer movies are 
announced. I jot down the titles of films 
most likely to elicit the three most popular, 
and viscerally powerful, audience respons-
es: the laugh, the swoon and the scream. 
Providing fresh laughs may be one of 
this summer's greatest challenges, since 
it must follow up producer Judd Apatow's 
knock-out double feature of Knocked Up 
and Superbad from last summer. The sea-
son's most promising Apatow production 
is Pineapple Express, which reunites "Freaks 
and Geeks" co-stars seth Rogan and James 
Franco, under the direction of celebrated 
indie filmmaker David Gordon Green.One of singing role. It looks like a winner, except 
Green's frequent collaborators,actor Danny to those who can't stand ABBA. 
McBride, has succeeded in finding theatri- Despite the promise of those preceding 
cal distribution for his star vehicle The Foot titles, the season's most anticipated films 
Fist Way, thanks to fan will Ferrell. fall under the action category and guar-
One of the season's more intriguing com- anteed to inspire exuberant screams in 
edies is Hancock, the latest Will Smith block- theaters across the nation. The summer 
buster to be released on July 4. But this film kicks off with witty character actor Robert 
finds the mega star playing against type as a Downey Jr.'s star tum as Iron Man, followed 
grouchy, antisocial superhero. Meanwhile, closely by Steven Spielberg's nostalgia trip 
Steve Carell seems to be reprising the awk- Indiana Jones and the Kingdom of the Crystal 
ward comedy he's mastered on "The Office" Shull. "X-Files" fans are abuzz about the 
as the ever-befuddled detective in Get Smart. latest filmic incarnation of their beloved 
And let's not forget WALL-E,the latest comic 
charmer from Pixar Studios, which proves 
it can make any character cute, even a robot 
resembling a pile of scrap metal. 
Yet for those couples planning to swoon 
through a cinematic romance, the options 
aren't nearly as plentiful. Though Made of 
Honor stars "Grey's Anatomy" McDreamy 
Patrick Dempsey, the project is doomed, 
thanks to a mediocre script and a director 
best known for City Slichers 2. TV fans will 
tum out in droves for Sex and the City: The 
Movie to revisit their favorite characters, 
though the audience is sure to be predomi-
nantly female. The summer's best bet for a 
satisfying date movie is Mamma Mia!, the 
big screen version of the Broadway musical, 
featuring Meryl Streep in her first major 
series, The X-Files: I Want to Believe. 
The film expected to be the biggest hit of 
the summer was shot in sweet home chi-
cago last year. The Dark Knight continues 
director Christopher Nolan's reinvention of 
the superhero,and it features the final per-
formance of the late Heath Ledger, whose 
Method-acting approach to the role of the 
Joker is the film's greatest selling point. 
None of these films will win any Oscars. 
But few movie-going experiences are as 
magical as the kind one has when attending 
a summer blockbuster with an enthusiastic 
audience. Anyone who attends a midnight 
screening of The Dark Knight in Chicago is 
guaranteed a night to remember. 
mfagerholm@chroniclernail.com 
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Chrissy knows best by Chrissy Mahlmeister Managing Editor . 
The best of the worst 
We've all been there: Scrambling at the 
last minute for a home run story idea to 
knock readers out of the park. But in the 
real world, it doesn't always happen that 
way. Filtering through the worst ideas will 
hopefully get us to the best. 
Privy to my last column on how to write 
a column, I brought up a few of my worst 
ideas, but barely had a moment to expand 
on them. Although this is oddly ironic 
bringing up column ideas I've never used 
and using them in a column, I'm going to 
trudge forward anyway. 
How to make weapons out of office sup-
plies: It's unbelievable how manywebsites 
there are on this topic. Apparently people 
get really, really bored in their cubicles. It's 
hilarious to know how to make a ruler-rub-
ber band slingshot to nail the tech guy in 
the eye or the endless dangers of paper clips. 
This one didn't pass through only because I, 
too, work in an office and I don't want any 
of these ideas to be used against me. 
Mean pranks I've pulled on people and 
why we're no longer friends: This was a 
ROAMIN' NUMERALS 
The amount of money Madonna 
is reportedly set to score for two 
concert performances in Oubai of the 
25 000 ooo United Arab ImmIgra nts 
, , at the end of 
her world tour in November. According 
to The Huffington Post, Madonna is 
finalizing negotiations to end her tour in 
the Arah s tate for $15 million. as well 
;) 5 perform at a party for $10 million. 
great idea in theory too, but then I real-
ized it made me look incredibly insensitive. 
It's crazy what one depantsing in a packed 
high school hallway can do to someone's 
reputation. Oops. I still feel terrible about 
that incident. It went as far as me steal-
ing one of my teacher's gold busts of JFK 
off her cabinet on finals day. Don't worry, I 
returned it safe and sound on her doorstep 
after I graduated. But I just have to say: 
There's never a bad place for a photo with 
a gold bust and you. I miss JFK's glistening 
gold bone structure in that statue. 
celebrities I've been told I look like and 
why it's just an indirect way to insult 
someone: This one particular year in col-
lege, people kept telling me I looked like 
celebrities, especially one: Neve Campbell. 
My first thought was : Who the heck is still 
thinking about Neve Campbell? Wasn't 
her last movie in like '99? Anyway, that's a 
pretty nice thing to hear considering she's 
super babelicious ... but I haven't always 
been as lucky. When I was younger, people, 
especially mean girls, would tell me I looked 
The number of years that have passed 
since Disney released its film Teen Witch 
about unpopular high schooler Louise. 
who realizes she has magical 19 powers and uses them to become 
the most popular gi rl in school. 
According to a press release, Disney is 
planning to remake the film. with High 
School Musical actress Ashley Tisdale 
confirmed to star as Louise. Everything 
about th is remake spell s "cursed," 
like Lori Beth Denberg. OK, think back to 
the show "All That" on Nickelodeon. Yeah, 
that's the girl, in the Vital Information seg-
ment. Yikes. 
How eyebrows can make or break a 
face: Honestly, I couldn't write an entire 
column on this because there's really only 
one part to it: Oddly shaped brows throw off 
everyone. Whether they're overplucked, too 
short, too long, too arched, eyebrows really 
frame a face. If the frame doesn't fit it right, 
it doesn't look right. Yep, that's about it. 
why I'll neverwear heels unless I have 
to: Two words: street grates. There's no 
better way to bring a strut to a halt than 
getting your heel lodged in one of those. 
It's really embarrassing to have kept walk-
ing and your shoe is just sitting there left 
behind. Then you have to go back crouch 
down and try to yank it out with all your 
might. Not too hot. And think of how dirty 
that ground is ... ick. I'm still trying to 
forget. 
cmahlmeister@Chroniclemail.com 
The number of months rapper Foxy Brown 
spent in jai l before being released on 
April 18. Brown was sentenced to one 
8 year in jail in September 2007 for violating her probation a judge gave 
her for attacking two manicurists 
at a Manhattan nail sa lon . according to 
The Associated Press. Brown said the 
first thing she wanted to do upon her 
release was go to churCh, declaring " I've 
got to get on my knees." 
TV 
TIME 
Christina Applegate stars as Samantha, 
a vice president of a real estate company 
who develops amnesia after a hit-and-run 
accident. While rediscovering her forgotten 
life in which she was very cruel to those 
around her, Samantha tries to make up for 
her wrongdoings. In this episode, Samanth8 
brings a stranger to her ex's photo gallery 
show to prove that she's over him. 
LAW AND ORDER: SPECIAL 
VICTIMS UNIT 
For those who loved Robin WIlliams' portMyaI 
of a psychotic drugstore photo clerk In"fme 
Hour Photo, check out this episode of "SVU.'"' 
Williams guest stars as an engineer who,pre-
tends to be a police officer on the phone to 
trick people into committing criminal acts . 
. ' f i ·i1<Jd 
FARMER WANTS A WIFE 
Apparently there's nothing funnier thaI) a ~I.W 
in heels trying to catch a chicken In order to 
catch herself a husband. I~ this sfiow's ~~ 
10 women compete In a series of challenges, 
to win themselves a good 01' farmer tor a 
'1usband. Yee-haW. 
THE OFFICE ' 
After Stanley lashes out at his boss during 
an office meeting, Michael works to adjusf 
his pessimistic co-worker's attitude. Dwight 
prepares to trade up his T·Blrd for Andy's -~, 
and Pam runs into an unexpected problem 
after spending the night at Jim's place. tf they 
break up, The Chronicle predicts here and I'lOW 
the show's demise. Period. 
Although this show about the lives of grim 
reapers was cancelled in 2004, it has devel-
oped somewhat of a cult following after itS 
death. In this episode from Its second and 
last season, George's younger sister, Reggie, 
befriends a young reaper at school while 
George comes close to falling head CNer heels 
for one of her reaps. 
THE SIMPSONS ' 
After submitting a film about her family to the 
Sundance Film Festival . lisa and the rest of 
the crew head to Park City, Utah. to attend the 
annual event. Director Jim Jarmusch makeS a 
voice appearance as himself. 
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Errol Morris seeks the truth about Abu Ghraib 
Legendary documentarian 
discusses his new project 
'Standard Operating Procedure' 
by Matt Fagerholm 
Assistant A&E Editor 
SOMEFllMMAKERSacceptrealityas itappears. 
Errol Morris is no such filmmaker. With 
only eight feature·length documentaries 
to his credit, Morris has become renowned 
as one of the most influential cinematic 
artists in the history of American film. His 
camera allows his subjects to look directly 
into the lens, as the filmmaker dares the 
audience to question, challenge and engage 
in everything they see. Morris' 1988 film The 
Thin Blue line led to the reopening of a real 
life court case that got an innocent man 
freed from prison. His OScar·winning 2003 
film 'I1re Fog a/War examined the risks and 
challenges of modem warfare just as the 
Iraq war was in its early stages. 
His latest film, Standard Operating Pro -
,edure, a documentary which opened in 
limited release on April 25, focuses on the 
notorious photographs taken by soldiers 
at Abu Ghraib in the fall of 2003. Morris 
interviewed the soldiers guilty of abusing 
the Iraqi prisoners, while illustrating how 
the line between reality and illusion tends 
to blur. The Chronicle recently spoke with 
Morris about the film,as well as his current 
fears and hopes for America. 
The chronicle: What was the challenge 
of interviewing these soldiers? 
Errol Morris: u 'svery hard to get the trust 
of any of these people, and I don't know if I 
fully got any of their trust. These are people 
who have really been f----- over. They've 
been incarcerated, they've been disgraced, 
in some instances they've been blamed for 
the entire war. I don't look at them as lily-
white, but I do look at them as scapegoats. 
The photographs get politicized, and then 
Documentary filmmaker Errol Morris stands in Abu Ghraib. the setting of his latest investigative cinematic project 'Standard Operating Procedure: which opened 
in limited release on April 25. 
everybody dumps on the bad apples left and 
right. You need to do something more than 
simply posture. The photographs lead to a 
weird kind of dogmatism . Investigat ion is 
therapy. You have to make an effort to ascer-
tain what was actually going on here. And 
then (President George W.) Bush , I believe, 
won the 2004 election because of these guys, 
because he had someone to blame for this 
stupid war. The war's going south , blame 
them. What a crazy world we live in. 
Your films often illustrate the manu-
facturing of scapegoats. Do you feel audi-
ences will ever learn from these films? 
I'm not going to solve all the problems of 
the world by making a couple movies. U's 
just not going to happen. 
I think it's part of whowe are. We're easily 
deceived by ourselves. I don't think it's just 
people in power. That makes it much too 
simple, much too easy. I think it's all of us. 
I think that we've picked scapegoats, and 
we haven't rea lly tried to understand this 
war. 
When I look at a photo from Abu Ghraib, 
am I looking at policy? Am I looking at the 
actions of a few rouge soldiers? I don't think 
everything is policy, I think the place is just 
too f----- up. You're looking a t Bedlam half 
the time. you're looking at a war that's being 
prosecuted by undertrained, underquipped, 
understaffed mili tary. You're looking at the 
prescription for a nightmare , and then you 
throw in va rious kinds of interrogation pol-
icies. You throw in the desperation to find 
Saddam, you mix it all up, as Tim Dugan my 
interrogator would say. You mix it up with 
a big stick, and tha t 's what you get. You ge t 
this colossa l mess. 
Why do we see a picture one way, 
when, in fact, it shows us something 
different? 
Courtesy SONY PICTURES CLASSICS 
I remember Robert McNamara telling 
me a story about having an argument wi th 
[former president] Lyndon B.Johnson about 
the necessity of raising taxes. He felt it was 
just unconscionable to wage war with a 
deficit. but obviously this administrat ion 
feels otherwise. To me the biggest loss has 
been a sense of American values, of self-
esteem, of who we are. 
We now have what seems to be an abso-
lute monarchy in this country; we have a 
spineless Congress and an executive branch 
tha t be lieves they 're not accountable to 
anybOdy. And what do you do about it? 
Hopefully the elect ion will change things. 
Everybody hopes that will be the case, but 
no one really knows. The country's so angry, 
so polarized, so hopelessly divided. l wasn't 
a live during the American Civil war, bu t 
this seems worse to me than Vietnam. 
Why are /filmma kers picking up the 
slack of our information industry? 
Because there's more infonnation avail -
able, but less good information. People seem 
less interested in investigating and report-
ing and papers are downsizing. I don't know 
what it all means, and I've never thought 
of myself as picking up the slack. But I do 
see myself as telling a story that needs to 
be told , and if I'm not going to do it , I don 't 
know who is go ing to do it. $0 that's my 
choice. 
Who are you supporting in the current 
election? 
I've given money to Obama. I would be 
happy with e ither Hillary or Obama, [but I 
I prefer Obama. I just hope to God a demo-
crat wins, that's all.l don't think the coun-
try can afford m ore of the sam e. The war 
has been costly, not just in terms of gross 
national product deficit, in the sense tha t 
it 's complete ly undermined what I think 
is great about America , and somebody has 
to acknowledge tha t fact and start to make 
it right again. 
The abuse of Abu Ghralb prisoners was captured In the photographs studied In Morris' new film. 
You look a t a photograph, and you make 
a ll kinds of assumptions. There are things 
that are juxtaposed in a photograph, you 
see a body [of an Iraqi prisoner] and then 
you see [a u.s. soldier] with a comple te ly 
inappropriate expression s miling. I sup-
pose the natural inclina tion is to think, 
particularly if you pile that photograph in 
with a lot of other abuse photographs,that 
the photograph really is showing her com-
plicity in a crime, but, in fact , it's no such 
thing. The reality of what we're looking a t 
has to be investigated. U's simply not obvi-
ous in the frame. 
How does the current war compare to 
those in America's past? 
To read the rest of The Chronicle's interview 
with Morris, visit ColumbiaChron icle.com. 
Courtesy SONY PICTURES CLASSICS 
mfagerholm@Chroniclemail.com 
A real 'Squeal' fest 
Columbia graduates collaborate 
to create campy horror movie 
by Derek Kucynda 
Assistant A&E Editor 
AFTER PLAYING a successful gig, a band 
goes hack on the road to perform at their 
next destination. In a typical horror movie 
twist, their car breaks down, and the band 
begins to yell at each other. Instead of call-
ing someone oTwaiting in the car,they look 
around in the middle of nowhere for a sign 
of help, oblivious to the fact that most of 
them will soon die in classic horror-movie 
fashion. 
Keeping up with the murderous rampage 
of typical horror movies and adding a dose 
of humor, Squeal, a B-horror film directed by 
Tony SWansey and produced by Columbia 
graduates, is aimed toward both comedy 
and horror aficionados looking to have a 
"good time at the movies ," Swansey said, 
adding that Squeal leans a bit more toward 
horror. Facing dreadful weather and a com· 
plete makeover of the idea and script , Squeal 
has wrapped up filming and will screen at 
the Music Box Theatre, 3733 N. Southport 
Ave., at midnight on May 9. 
Pursuing the horror genre is not uncom-
mon with college graduates, said Ron Fal· 
zone, a faculty member in the Film and 
Video Department. He said many Columbia 
film and video graduates, like Swansey, are 
attracted to making horror movies at the 
start of their careers because it is an inex-
pensive and accessible way to make a film 
and get a foot in the door. 
"The movies that are most likely to 
appeal to students [are] the visceral, bloody 
horror films they grew up with," Falzone 
said. "Also, the predominant belief in the 
[movie] industry is that horror films are 
cheap to make and earn a lot of moneY,even 
if they are not successfu1." 
Utilizing inexpensive settings, Squeal is 
about a rock band that gets stranded in the 
middle of rural America on their way to 
a show. There, they find a genetic science 
experiment gone wrong: a family of half-
human, half-pig hybrids. The family takes 
the band hostage and breaks them apart, 
both physically and mentally, through a 
series of violent attacks on an abandoned 
farm. 
production on the film began in early 
2007, and Swansey said when he and his 
crew began pre-production, the film had 
a different idea and script. The first idea 
was based on a self-proclaimed priest who 
tortured individuals until they confessed 
their sins. Afterward, he would kill the 
sinners and send them to heaven to await 
judgment. 
"Due to numerous script errors, we had 
to trash our first idea," Swansey said. "But 
we already decided we were going to make 
a movie on February26, sowe told everyone 
to start pitching ideas." 
Everyone came together to pitch ideas, 
and eventually Swansey and Squeal produc-
er Dennis Doornbos, who graduated from 
Columbia with a degree in film and video, 
wrote the script for the movie in three days. 
After pre-production, the film was shot in 
Chicago, Franklin and Joliet, Ill. In seven 
located in the middle of nowhere, a family of half-human, half-pig hybrids take the main characters 01 
'Squeal' hostage. 
months, the crew wrapped up filming and 
post-production in October 2007. 
Swansey said the primary concern that 
plagued the film crew during production 
was the blustery winter weather in early 
2007. He said money was not much of a 
concern,since the town only charged small 
amounts to use a street or building, but 
Swansey and the crew figured out ways to 
stretch their budget to accommodate the 
film's cast and crew. 
"We had to buyspace heaters and keep our 
actors warm," Swansey said. "Most of our 
expenses, which was out of our [O'NIlj px:kets, 
went toward the actors and crew. We didn't 
Courtesy TONY SWANSEY 
have to spend a lot lof moneyl on anything 
else, like shooting on location or sets." 
For example, during one scene shot in 
the wintertime, one of the actors had to be 
dragged through the mud twice while it 
was raining on the set. 
"He was a trooper," Swansey said. "He 
even said, 'I don't care. Wrap that chain 
around the leg and drag me through the 
mud.' Afterwards, we had to wrap him 
in a blanket. It was quite cold and bleak 
outside." ~ 
SO far, SWansey said the response toward 
» SEE 'SQUEAL', PG. 20 
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Tim Hunt, Photo Editor 
Things I won't miss about 
Columbia after graduation 
shameless self-promotion by instruc-
tors: What exactly is the educational 
value of spending an entire semester 
listening to teachers prattle on about 
how great they are? 
Stereotypical"art": ooh how exciting, 
another photograph of a self-portrait of 
yourself looking bored in an abandoned 
"space" that speaks of gender roles in 
suburbia, taken with a Holga lens on a 
view camera! 
Hipsters: Abbie Hoffman you're not. 
Just because you wear thrift store 
clothes, ride your dilapidated bicycle, 
don't eat meat and smell like pot mixed 
with granola does not mean you're 
unique or even a hippie. It makes you 
awannahe. 
Watching my money being frivolous-
ly wasted: Every semester my tuition 
goes up. why? Do more hallways need to 
be color coordinated? Does Wacky War-
rick's mansion need an add-on? Or does 
Frequency 1V need more televisions in 
the hallways? 
The elevators: There's something 
nightmarish about the fetid stink of 
other people when trapped with them 
in miniscule confines. 
... ,- • , , • ~ " ., .' 'f' . 
Andrew Nelles, Senior Photo Editor 
Best albums of 2008 thus far 
Dead Meadow, 'old Growth': The Wash-
ington, D.C., stoner rock group returned 
with their first album since 2oos,and in 
my opinion, their best. They kept the 
powerful guitar work, but with much 
more polished vocals. 
Black Keys, 'Attack and Release': With 
quality much higher than their previ-
ous releases, this album stands out. The 
album has some of their strongest song-
writing yet, mixing the styles of their 
heavier and slower works. 
The Dirtbombs, 'We Have You Sur-
rounded': The Detroit garage rockers 
continued their 16-year-long stretch 
of lo-fi rock with their first full-length 
album in five years. As with most of 
their albums, We Have You Surrounded 
has a few interesting covers mixed in. 
Autechre, 'Quaristice': Perhaps more 
listenable than previous works, this 
album is on par with carefully placed 
electronic noises of previous albums. 
The Raconteurs, 'Consolers of The 
Lonely': I am usually not a fan of Jack 
White's work with the Raconteurs. I've 
always found it to be bland. But this 
album has stayed in my playlist for 
reasons I am not exactly sure of. 
by Meryl Ful/nara 
Contributing Writer 
This spring is a throwback to the 
golden age of Hollywood glamour: tai -
lored pieces , bold accents and mixed 
patterns. 
Sophomore advert is ing art direction 
major Matthew Schaffer was strut· 
ting down Michiga n Avenue when we 
Hpotted him tlporting his c1m:lSic Hilver 
He rccn look. Sch l.lffcr'fj tweed punts 
w(:rc rulled up, c.lIHplaying hlH black 
de He rt bOOI H. lie topped ofT h lH look 
wit h a hluck-ulld -whll'c Hl'rlpcd HhlJ't 
:'111<.1 bl l.lck t'l.I rdlgun: 11 must-huve (or 
t hlH Hprlng. 
{ :Hl'dIXUIIH Vt.'I'HI,IIII l' 1)lc(.'cH l'lml: will 
t'IJlJlplf 'l e lIny "'prillX look lire Krcut 
ffl r I:IYI ' , I'IY,,"''1l1'l'illlly wit III hc IIllprc 
d k llll,1t' Iial "" " 1(' " ,,!'Illo!( WI'u lll l'/'. 
" ll lk .. l fI " '('I"lItlll,,,'luhk w lll'lI I 
tllt' lm UI' in I Il l' JlIUIUIIlp" IJIII lIul luU 
f'Olldllllllhh ', II'l'hw YOII I11I1111f'd ~kur 
Rachae/ Strecher, Photo Editor 
Top 5s I have wanted to do 
while at The Chronicle 
TOp 5 reasons whyTim Hunt is a poop 
hole-: Unlike Tim Hunt, I try to avoid 
putting mean things in The Chronicle 
(see: Tim Hunt's Top 5 for five more rea-
sons that prove he is a poop hole). 'This 
term is a replacement for several words 
Rachael would like to use, but is not 
allowed to. Use your imagination. 
Top 5 names of secretary generals of 
the United Nations: I've been pushing 
for this one for ages. unfortunately, it 
did not fit The Chronicle Top 5 style, I'll 
list them here though, just for vindica-
tion: U Thant, Boutros Boutros-Ghali, 
Ban Ki-moon, Kofi Annan and Gladwyn 
Jebb. 
TOp 5 best inside jokes I've ever made: 
Obviously, this is only relevant to six 
people in the world. 
TOp 5 moustaches on evil dictators: 
I could only think of two: Adolf Hitler ' 
and Joseph Stalin. 
Top 5 inappropriate conversations 
I've had at The Columbia Chronicle: 
Too inappropriate for print, There were 
some gems, though, oftentimes involv-
ing sex with animals. 
looking like you just got out of bed," schaffer 
sHld. "To look good you huve to feci n little 
uwkward," 
Mixing puttcrns Is ol1othcr big trend this 
HellSOI' , But t'oOl'dlnnl'c Clll'cfully, being sure to 
mutch diffe rent p"tterns with si milnr colors 
nml crelll'e /I I"heme throughout"" wlll'dl'ob(', 
'I'uilorcd clut IH'S wit h l>uld lines lire l'SSt'nl inl 
1'0 look IIk~ II Ii Ill' ynullR o!(l'nt. 
Stick 10 Ill'U' rnl ('ulon.; this toll'IINOn, Nttdl 111'0 
blnck, bl'lW.'II IHI Rnty. t JIII i1x II bollll'\11t11" mol nil 
IH.' l't' nl, hUI only tllll' ph'n' nl 1I11 111t" 
" I UNllll ll y 141111'1 wll llUilllS('l'IJ\III', IlOt IIlIN 
1I1 11 1dl lll~ Illy wllnlt"ht, W lll' lI It t 'U!\U'N Itl 
I '.lill l' d,' IIIII Il," sdllllJ",'!' ~UlltI , "TIll''' I Ilk,' III 
MeT 
POTTER POOPER 
It all began last Halloween when pub-
lishing company RDR Books was sued 
by J.K. Row~g after announcing the 
release of an unofficial encyclopedia of 
the Harry Potter series written by Steven 
Vander Ark, a super fan of the wizard 
Since Harry Potter came into existence, 
Vander has been running the fan-based 
site HP-Lexicon.org. vander has been 
hailed as an expert on Harry Potter. Ark 
appeared on ABC's "Today Show" and 
even received an award from Rowling 
to commend his website. 
But now that RDR lawyers asked 
Rowling to permit publication after 
making revisions to the encyclopedia, 
Rowling refused,saying it would destroy 
her life's work,according to The Associ-
ated Press. 
Can she be any more ridiculous? If 
anything it will lead to more publicity 
and discussion of her books, not ruin 
her "life's work." 
This encyclopedia, already read by 
thousands of fans, would only be a print-
ed version of the encyclopedia found on 
vander's website, where Rowling was 
quoted as saying that she loved the site. 
Hypocritical much? 
At one point, Rowling was down-to-
earth.Nowwith the success of her series, 
her ego has grown, and she has become 
nothing more than the cliche stuck-up 
writer, better known as a jackass. 
-<:. Shively 
top It off with a small pIece of color,· 
The goal Is to a"""nW.te a piece hy 
making it stand Ollt among an outfit. 
brIngIng a modern twIst to the classic, 
tnIlo,,'" look of the '305, 
So gentlemen , get ready to get buck 
111 tU1\e with youI' {nm.'r Clurk Gable. 
ht.'CUlISl' II's time to add some spring into 
I"'UI' sh'" wIth this fashion comeback. 
- M'l'yl Fllli.Am I •• junior JournAlism 
"III lor. 
Wiwt tu ft! omrn,nd A curl"fllt tr'fnflf 
,,' ttlllillI,~ fit rh",mil'll"ft'w' .. m ,I'tI11. 
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Sometimes classes 
should come with 
warning labels. 
" **** ' 
www. .com 
Enter to win your textbooks fall 
semester at www.uturf.com. 
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» SPURLOCK: 
Continued from Front Page 
Spurlock came within 50 to 75 
m iles of Osama bin Laden at 
the Iraq-Pakistan border 
ambush on his convoy. You see in the film 
(t hat( the Afghan national army and the 
t roops basically take the Taliban out. It's a 
scary place to be. 
Viere there any inaccessible places in 
the Middle East that you did not go to? 
We can let the cat ou t of the bag: We didn't 
find Osama bin Laden. I think we got to 
within 50 to 75 miles, but w hen we got to the 
tribal area in between Afghanistan and Paki-
stan, we made the decision not to go in there, 
where it's not under Pakistani control. 
Right before, there was a school that was 
blown up in the province. SO 75 to 80 students 
were killed, and the report (said( it was an 
AI Qaeda training camp. That 's why it was 
blown up. But everyone who lives in the area 
says, "No, that's not t rue. It has nothing to 
do with AI Qaeda." They said it was a u.s. 
helicopter that came in and blew it up, and 
Pakistan said, "No, n o. It was us. We did it." 
The anti-American sentiment was so high 
at the time that even OUf local Pakistani jour-
nalist said, "Listen,Y'm Pakistani,and I'm not 
going in there right now. If you go in, they'U 
kill you." It's much more important for m e to 
go home. My wife was pregnant at the time. 
It's much more important for me to go hom e 
and be there for the birth of my kid. 
In wr..n. in the World is Osarna: bin lA4In?, 
one might perceive the documentary as 
having anti-establishment or anti-Amer-
ican undertones. Do you think your film. 
is anti-American? 
I don't think it's anti-American at all I think 
that the film shows how people overseas don't 
have a tremendous amount of hatred towards 
» NEW'D: 
Continued from PG. 13 
Artist's 'Alphabet' work Inspired 
by sister's learning disorder 
IZ munth,." cont,. $7(JO (fir Ihe "e!. 
N I f',. n,., ,.fm::.b ly prln'd, HI Utlmlblc ;I r l," 
( " Hlm lx' /'" "'<lId, '''1111' ,milk", ' IHI I we',.,· I" 
cl/ff' lUI ' , Iluy '·x Jw II,.lv(' :11' ," 
Nil (' f mt' , wit" hi,. ~w ulptu1l'H alld j)HIIII 
'/V, '" , qltld 'li r. :." I", 11 11 ~'''II\II "/ 'ill/ad.·,.,. , 
Morgan Spurlock and his wife, Alexandra Jamieson, attend the Writers Guild Awards in los Angeles on 
Feb. 19, 2005, 
Non e of us think about people (who 
are] underground mining coal, so you and 
I can tum on light bulbs. Fifty percent of 
our energy in the United States still comes 
from coal. 
There's an episode where we deal with gun 
control, one that deals with animal rights, 
one with gay parenting. There's one (epi-
sode] where a former NFL superstar lives in 
a wheelchair for 30 days to see what it's like 
to be handicapped in America. 
In your 2004 fiIm,Supor Siu M., bow did 
eating McDonaJds make you feel at the 
end of the day? 
I felt terrible.Think about howyou feel after 
you eat one meal. You eat it,and you feel great 
for the first five minutes. Then a half-hour 
later, you get that food slump where you want 
to take a nap and you're like, "Ugh, I feel awful 
now." That's how I felt every day for 30 days. 
Whatweresomeoftheelfectsofmunc:h-
ing on McDonalds for 30 days? 
I gained a lot of weight. My cholesterol 
and blood pressure were just off the charts. 
My liver was filled with fat ,so much fa t that 
doctors were comparing it to that of an alco-
holic. It was bad news. 
After dlnlng at McDonaJds dailV, do 
you ever go hack to eating fast food or 
McDonaJds? 
I haven't had McDonalds since March 2nd 
of 2003,(during( the finaJ party scene of the 
movie. (ThatJ was the last time I ate at a fast 
food restau rant. Whenever I'm in LosAngeles, 
_______________________________ "" ifI gotoa chain fast food burger place, there's 
Americans. What we see on the news con· 
stantly is this one vision, this one idea of the 
Muslims overseas who hate us, want to kill 
us, (and are] burning flags and (images on 
the president in effigy. For me, it was great to 
hear (that( a majority of the people, the silent 
majority, love what America stands for [andJ 
love the American people. 
They may not like the current government 
or our fo reign policy, but they are optimistic 
chlu acterH, cha racters," He is inspired by 
hl tl lov' ufle tte rH as he pulnl s euch letter of 
the ulphubel. Much of hi fo! "ulphobet HOUp" 
ilrl ,ht fo! uld,huH l.l PCfHCJlH1 ofltfo! own,glvlns 
el.l(~h lett er II H uwn Idcntily, fo!U IllC looking 
(;rlJuchcd or CYl'n hunclwd. 
Nice One Ha ld hlH IIrl IH Influenced by hit. 
IdHlcl"H frul!Il ru llu ll with dYHlcx lu lind l'll(' 
dlfficulll cH Hl tt'JIIIN with felldlng . 
"MV HIHlcrwe.uld le.oM ut wordH,und l'llcy'd 
ht, IUIIII I 1I8 I1roulIllthc 1)IIKe, with II IIf" of 
11.11 ow II ," Nic'(' 011(' H" lll. '" HI IH't ed drllwlng 
1,,"t'(H wi lli l,crHHlHllillcH uf t llll lrowlI ," 
IIIIIII TIIIV II lid Nln' ""t' Huh l l hry WI.llIl l' ,1 
that things can change and get better.That 's 
a great thing we don't hear very often. 
What should viewers expect to see in the 
new """""" of your 1V show " 30 DayS"? 
This season is fantastic. It premieres (onJ 
June 3 on FX. In the premiere episode, I go 
back to my home state of West Virginia where 
.1 work as {anJ underground coal miner fo~ 30 
days and explore what it's like to be one of 
these guys who basically are forgotten. 
Jody WIUIl61 TttE CHRONICLE 
to make contacts t h rough stART, 
"I thought this WAS Q reully good way to 
get QUI' thcrc,"Tlny su id. 
Chlcugun n nrooks Goldcn wus the fcn· 
tllred urtiNt In MUl'ch,dlNpluytng his nrt thut 
IN Influenced by lllonsl'crN unci OWIH, 
" I Ilin f"lrly ncw 1'0 showing my wOI'k," 
()olde n Hul". "So it WIIH Int'crestlng und " 
1I11/t· llII'lmldul luK·" 
",,,, "fIX' s,Alff ltVII lI1 I,~ 011 MIry 16/rom 7-JJ 
I"''' ' III N(fw'd, I!l I7 W, l)ivl.lotl St . "'or "'CH., 
In/ormfflloll , vis" MySpnr,.rmll/SllOp_NfWfl, 
rll'~'" (rlfP@rolutrl ,rdll 
a place called In-N-Out burger that I 'm a big 
fan of. It's good stuff. They got a burger called 
a double-double, and they also have a secret 
menu of things that you can get like a Flying 
Dutchman or 4-by-4. I'm a fan of the secret 
menu. Usually I don't go inside In-N-Out 
Burger; I usually go through the drive-thru. 
1b read the rest o/The Chronicle's interview 
with Spurlock, visit columbiaChronic:le.com. 
dhuqmdQ@<hronielt7lUlil.eom 
» 'SQUEAL': 
Continued from PG. 16 
'Squeal' director says horror 
movies serve as a jump-off to 
film career 
the film has been generally positive, with 
audien ce m embers commenting t hat 
the film effectively mixes com edy w ith 
horror, 
"we're not exactly competing with Hol-
lywood, but many people have said that our 
film is on the top tier of campy, B-horror 
movies, and t hat's all we can really ask 
for (on] our first t ime ou t," Swansey said. 
"Shooting horror movies is a great place to 
start your career." 
Chris Brakel, who works at BSA Part-
ners , 1347 S. Sta te St" an accounting and 
design firm located in the South Loop,said 
he saw Squeal recently a nd thought the 
movie was well made in comparison to 
other B-horror movies he usually sees on 
television. 
"I liked t he fi lm and 1 got a kick out 
of it," Brakel said. "It w as better th an I 
expected, J've seen S· horror movies on 
cable that were m uch worse,and I thought 
('Squeal" was funny Rnd entertaining. It 's 
defi n itely u popcorn movie to s~e with 
frl.nd . ... 
711"., will h,. midnight .. ,.,ning o/sque. 
at th , MII.ie no. 711 ' 0/", 37J3 N. Southport 
Av,., Oil MIIY 9. '11" pri" 01 admi,,'on is $5 
w'th a vIIIIII stlld,nt ID, or $».l~/or non-
" .ud, nt" 
For 1110,., ''''orlllation .bollt tho film , vIlit 
SqllfillMovi,,(onl , 
"~"')'!trl.@thronlrl ..... iI ....... 
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Accidental car crash injures Bond stunt doubles 
Officials in the Italian resort of Lake Garda said a stuntman was gravely injured in a car crash while filming the new James bond film 'Quantum of Solace' on the last day of filming April 23. A spokesman 
for the northern town of Limone sui Garda said the stuntman suffered serious head injuries when he and another stuntman crashed during a car chase sequence on a winding lakeside road . 
AP 
Second incident ends in 
hospitalization 
by Colleen Barru 
A STUNTMAN was seriously injured in 
a car crash while filming an action 
sequence for the new James Bond 
movie on a famously winding lake-
side road in northern Italy, a local 
official said on April 24. 
The London-based production 
company for Quantum of Solace said 
an experienced stunt driver of an 
Alfa Romeo car remained hospital-
ized in serious condition following 
the accident on April 23. A second 
stunt driver in the same car also was 
injured, but less seriously. 
"Filming with the second unit 
on 'Quantum of Solace' will be sus-
pended while the accident is inves-
tigated," the statement said. It noted 
that neither director Marc Forster, 
Daniel Craig nor any other cast mem-
bers were at the location when the 
accident occurred. 
The identities of the stunt drivers 
weren't released. 
A spokesman for the town of 
Limone suI Garda, where crew have 
been filming for the past two weeks, 
said the Alfa Romeo crashed into a 
wall during a chase sequence involv-
ing a truck and Bond's Aston Martin 
along the Gardesana, a curvy, two-
lane lakeside road with gorgeous 
panoramas and many tunnels. 
A helicopter on standby during the 
filming flew the seriously injured 
stunt driver to Verona, where he 
underwent surgery, said town spokes-
man Marco Girardi, who also was 
acting as a liaison to the production 
company. 
He said the driver suffered serious 
head injuries. 
He said that the filming was sched-
uled to wrap up on April 23, and that 
they were in the final hours when the 
accident occurred. 
The accident was the second on 
the Bond se t in four days, after an 
Aston Martin being delivered to the 
set skidded off the road in heavy rain 
and landed in Lake Garda on April 19. 
No one was injured, and the car was 
later fished from the lake. 
AP 
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Trinidad 
The largest of Ihe 23 islands that make up the coun· 
try of Tnnldad and Tobago, this location proved to 
be the ideal location for 'lioness of Lisabl . Over 
a seven-day period dUring spring break. 15 crew 
members from Columbia CoUege traveled to the city 
of Santa Cruz to shoot the 111m. 
Story by: Mall Fagerholm 
Layout Ermlla Kllrnluk 
Photos courtesy. 'Lioness of Lisabl,' crew members 
'Lioness' roars throl 
Columbia teacher, students collaborate c 
On a sun-soaked island in the Caribbean, a group of 
film students from Columbia embark on an unforgettable 
adventure. They have seven days to shoot a sprawling short 
film, blending musical numbers into an empowering true 
story. Their obstacles are plentiful : camera equipment goes 
missing, animal herds move daily through the set and shooting 
is halted for cows in need of milking and photographers in 
need of publicity photos. These are the kinds ot challenges 
students can ', team how to face in a textbook. 
The film, Uoness of Usabi, was shot in Trinidad during 
spring break. Producer Stephanie Shonekan, director of 
Black World Studies at Columbia, wanted to create a family 
film featuring an African heroine who her chi ldren could 
relate to. Her original intent was to make the film animated 
when she presented her idea at the Chicago Cultural Center 
in March last year. Its young protagonist is based on a real 
female rights activist, Funmilayo Ransome·Ku\i , the mother 
of Nigerian atrobeat creator and musician Fela Anikulapo· 
Kuli . Shonekan became personally inspired by the mother's 
struggle with colonial ism. 
"She overthrew the traditional administration. and the 
chief ran out of town because 01 her," Shonekan said. "Here's 
somebody that (my kids) shoutd know, that they shoutd be 
able 10 learn about ." 
Yet as Shor'!ekan continued to develop her script, she found 
two students in her classes that personally connected to the 
film's plot. Film majors Vlady Oszkiel and Marcus McDougakf 
became director and cinematographer of Shonek.an's project. 
Oszkliel's roommate, Columbia alumna Michelle Henniges, 
was recruited as the film's assistant director. 
gh Trinidad 
1 film project 
After seven consecutive auditions and several meetings, 
the team of cast and crew members flew to the Caribbean 
island of Trinidad on March 23. The location was primarily 
chosen for its official language, accented English, and 
Shonekan's familiarity with the area because her mother had 
grown up there. It also could pass for the film's setting, the 
patriarchal society of Abeokuta in Western Nigeria circa 1940. 
Yet regardless of the project's extensive preproduction, the 
young filmmakers found themselves faced with obstacles 
that even Orson Welles couldn't have predicted. As the film's 
heroine learned how to use her senses as well as her intellect 
in order to solve problems, McDougald found himself doing 
the same thing. 
uOn set I was like, 'I don't have a book here that's going 
to fix things for me. I don't know what I'm expecting minute· 
by·minute. It's just time to be open and be aware, and when 
things like happy accidents happen you have to be able to 
run with them,'" McDougald said. 
Upon arriving at the estate in Santa Cruz, Trinidad, the 
filmmakers learned that the owners had to milk a cow on the 
property each day. while 30 to 40 bison had to be herded 
through the shooting location. Henniges remembers how 
this seemingly smaU-scale crisis almost brought the enti re 
project to a dead haft. 
"The first day, the OON that was supposed to be milked 
didn't get milked," Henniges said. "I was then puJled aside by 
our location manager, and he explained to me that if that were 
to happen again, then we would have to leave the property. Of 
course, I did not tell that to anybody and made it my personal 
goal to make sure that CO'N got milked every day." 
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Taming the Lioness 
(Left) Director Vlady Oszkiel and cinematog-
rapher Marcus McDougald work on the 'li-
oness of Lisabi' set in Santa Cruz, Trinidad. 
(Bottom) The 'Lisabi' crew review footage 
between shots. (Opposite page) The film's 
protagonist. Funmi, reads a book, repre-
sent ing her education, during a scene. 
Oszkiel said he made a conscious effort not to allow any of 
his internal stress to be visible onset. Yet his outer calmness 
proved to be difficult to uphold when his 35mm adapter 
failed to work on the second day of the shoot. According 
to Oszkiel. the adapter gave the camera's digital filmstock 
a vintage quality more reminiscent of a period piece, which 
was vital to the film's overall look. 
Thus, the day's shooting was postponed, and the 
crew had to search the island for an adapter, which they 
eventually purchased from local Trinidadians after a series 
of negotiations. Oszkiel said the adapter worked fine, except 
for the fact that it flipped the footage , forcing him and 
McDougald to watch the footage with their heads upside 
down. Yet McDougald said he discovered an even more 
valuable onset asset he couldn't afford to be without. 
UVlady and I needed earplugs, because there was a 
snorer in our room," McDougald said. "One of the most 
priceless pieces of film equipment is a good amount of sleep. 
Earplugs were worth more to me than a lens adapter." 
It wasn't until Friday, when the Trinidad and Tobago Film 
Company arrived unannounced to take publicity photos, 
lNhen Oszkiel began to feel hopeless. 
"That was the low point of the week," OszkieJ said. "f felt 
the reigns slipping out of my hands. They wanted a group 
photograph, and if you close up on my face , it's either a 
pretentious laugh or I'm not laughing at all. " 
Yet Shonekan pointed out that the publicity would 
ultimately prove to be a positive thing for the project. 
"As producer, I knew I wanted to make the Trinidad and 
Tobago Film Company happy," Shonekan said. She also 
praised her fellow filmmakers fd~~ befriending the Trinidad 
people. 'The [local extras) have called me on my cell phone 
many times and told me that we all have homes lNhen we 
come back to Trinidad." 
The final day of shooting on March 30 proved to be 
emotional for everyone on set. As moths and wasps 
swarmed across the drizzling sky, the eyes of the filmmakers 
became equally misty. Their final scheduled scene involved 
the young protagonist bidding her mother farewell. before 
leaving to receive an education in England 
"The last shot was essentially the separation between 
mother and child, and it was also the separation between 
us and this project, " McDougald said. '·1 started crying 
behind the camera . Everyone within a minute was welled 
up, because it was such an amazing experience all the way 
through." 
Oszkiel , McDouglad and Henniges have all said they 
will never forget this experience and are eager to return 
for the feature version of Shonekan 's script. of which the 
film is merely an excerpt . The film is currently being edited 
in postproduction and is scheduted for completion this 
summer, in time lor September's Trinidad Film Festival. 
Shonekan maintains her hope for the film to enlighten and 
inspire audiences around the world . 
"I want my kids and their peers to watch it and learn that 
there's this character based in real life that they can look up 
to and learn from," Shonekan said. "This film was important 
for my students, who only get a one-dimensional picture of 
Africa . It's for anyone curious or critical about what they see 
or hear about race and gender." 
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Animal training session turns mighty griuly 
Fatal bear attack claims life of 
exotic animal trainer 
by Gillian Flaccus 
STATE WORM safety officials opened an 
investigation April 24 into the death of an 
exotic-animal trainer who was killed while 
wrestling a 7oo-pound grizzly bear for a 
promotional video. authorities said. 
The state Department of Industrial Rela-
tions will investigate a Los Angeles com-
panycalled eSeekers Inc. that employed the 
victim, Stephan Mil1er, 39, for any health 
and safety violations, said Kate McGuire, 
the agency spokeswoman. 
McGuire described the business as a 
web browser company that was shooting 
video at Predators in Action,a center in the 
San Bernardino Mountains that provides 
trained animals for movies, TV shows and 
documentaries. A sign is seen at the entry to the Predators in Action compound near the city of Big Bear lake , Calif., on 
April 23. The previous day, 39-year-old Stephan Miller was killed during a training session with a bear at 
the facil ity. 
was impressed by his dedication. Miller, the 
NO.3 man at the fledgling company, would 
sleep in the office in a sleeping bag and a 
week ago tattooed ShareNow's logo on his 
ann, Robertson said. He talked often about 
his passion for exotic animals. 
Robertson said he didn't know whether 
Stephan Miller was filming footage for 
ShareNow.com when he died. He said he 
hadn't been contacted by state officials. 
"It's highly likely that if there was film· 
ing going on, and I understand there was, 
that it would have ended up on the site," 
Robertson said, adding that Miller had 
posted other animal clips before. 
"'He just loved animals and be spent 
as much time as he could with them. He 
said it's amazing, just like being with your 
family cat or dog," Robertson said. 
Randy Miller told The Associated Press 
in an emotional interview late April 23 that 
he couldn't explain how a "simple routine" 
turned tragic. Rocky, who has performed 
in commercials and recently appeared in 
Stephan Miller died April 22 after the 
7Yz- foot-tall bear, named Rocky, bit him on 
the neck. The victim was a cousin of Preda-
tors in Action owner Randy Miller. 
_______________ ________________ "" the will Ferrell movie Semi·Pro,wastrained 
An autopsy April 24 found that Stephan 
Miller died within minutes of neck injuries 
consistent with a single bite, said Sandy 
Fatland, a spokeswoman for the San Ber-
nardino County coroner. 
"If the coroner's report says there's only 
one bite, then it follows what the initial 
report was, which is that the person was 
bitten, not attacked," said Harry Morse, 
spokesman for the state Department of 
Fish and Game. 
The difference is that the bear wasn't she said. 
necessarily being aggressive, said Joel A colleague of Stephan Miller said he 
worked for ShareNow.com, a social-net-
working and file-sharing startup meant to 
compete with sites like Facebook and You-
Tube. ShareNow's chairman, Nigel Robert-
son, said eSeekers is the holding company 
for Beverly Hills-based ShareNow.com. 
Almquist , who co-owns an exotic animal 
sanctuary called Forever wild and has him-
self wrestled Rocky, 
"Knowing the bear, taking little nip-type 
bites with the front teeth, every bear does 
that," he said. 
McGuire said the state probe could take 
as long as six months. The agency could 
issue citations if any violations are found, 
Robertson said he hired Stephan Miller, 
an expert in Internet startups, 10 months 
ago to establish online communities and 
Graduating Seniors, 
to wrestle with experienced handlers, he 
said. 
People for the Ethical Treatment of 
Animals provided the news media with 
copies of federal inspection reports that 
noted some problems at the site in 2001, 
2005 and 2007, but a spokeswoman for the 
u.s. Department of Agriculture called them 
"very minor issues" that were very quickly 
corrected. 
AP 
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HIGH FIVES OF THE WEEK 
Televis ion 
1. ~American Idol~ (Tuesday), FOX. 
2. ~American Jdol ft (Wednesday) , FOX. 
3. ~Dancing With the Stars" (Monday). 
ABC. 
4. "Desperate Housewives," ABC. 
5 . "Dancing With the Stars" (Tuesday). 
ABC. 
- Nitlsm Media Restarch 
Film 
1. The Forbidden Kingdom, Uonsgate. 
2. Forgetting Sarah Marshall. Universal. 
3. Prom Night, Sony Screen Gems. 
4. BB Minutes, Sony Tri star. 
5. Nim's Is/and, Fox. 
- Media by Numbers LIC 
Songs 
1. "LollipOp," lil Wayne featuring Static 
Major. Cash Money/ Universal Motown. 
2. "Bleeding Lovet Leona Lewis. 
SYCO/ J/ RMG. 
3. "No Air," Jordin Sparks duet with 
Chris Brown. 19/ Jive/ Zomba . (Platinum) 
4 . "Love In This Club," Usher featuring 
Young Jeezy. LaFace/ Zomba . 
5. "Touch My Body," Mariah Carey. 
Island/IDJMG. 
- BillboArd Magazine 
Albums 
1. E=MC2, Mariah Carey. Is land/ IDJMG. 
2. Spirit, leona lewis. SYCO/ J/ RMG. 
3. Hannah Montana/Miley Cyrus; The 
Best Of Both Worlds Concert, Miley Cyrus. 
Holly.vood/Walt Disney. 
4. Lady Antebellum, Lady Antebellum. 
Capitol Nashville. 
5. NOW 27, Various artists. Sony BMG/ 
EM1/UniversaI/Zomba. 
- Billboard Magazine 
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Amy Poehler gets animated 
Amy Poehler is busy as a bee, and her 
alter ego, Bessie Higgenbottom, couldn't 
be happier. 
On April 26, Poehler went from being 
hired to have a kid to being a kid in he r new 
cartoon show "The Mighty S ." She does get 
some time off from "Saturday Night Live," 
which is airing a repeat . 
"I'm going to go to bed and stay in my 
pajamas until 10:30 a.m. and watch 'Mighty 
B,'" Poehler said of her post·movie celebra· 
tion plans. 
The show, making its debut on the Nick· 
elodeon cable network, was co·created by 
Poehler and stars her as g·and·3!4·year·old 
Bessie, the most obsessive member of her 
Girl scout·like troop, the Honeybees. 
"Although I was not as hard·working 
as Bessie, I certainly was as bossy," she 
laughed. 
AP 
On J. Lo's Block 
Jennifer Lopez is no stranger to real· 
ity television: She's made cameos on FoX's 
"American Idol" and MTV's "DanceLife." 
But this time, the full attention will be 
Lopez has signed on to star in an unscript· 
ed series for TLC following the stylish 
actress·singer·dancer·businesswoman as 
she juggles her career with mommy duty. 
Lopez, who has three fashion lines, is also 
an executive producer on theTLC program, 
which will show the star launching a new 
fragrance to add to her collection of name· 
sake perfumes. 
"Jennifer is unbelievably passionate 
about life and will be an incredible role 
model for our audience," TLC Pres ident 
Angela Shapiro· Mathes said. 
AP 
A Fallon taste on air 
Jimmy Fallon appears to be inching closer 
to Conan O'Brien's "Late Night" chair. 
For months, Fallon has been widely can· 
sidered the top choice to succeed O'Brien 
when he steps down next yea r.On April 24, 
published reports sa id Fallon has signed,or 
soon will sign, a deal with NBC. 
A former regular on "Saturday Night 
Live," Fallon, 33, would take over sometime 
next year as host of the 12:30 a.m. talk show. 
O'Brien is to replace Jay Lena on NBC's 
"Tonight" show, aired at 11:30 p.m. each 
weeknight. 
AP 
Emmys now recognize reality TV hosts at awards 
Awards for TV hosts on the 
horizon 
REAL COM PETITION is coming to reality TV: 
Hosts including Ryan Seacrest, Howie 
Mandel and Tyra Banks are now eligible 
for an Emmy Award. 
A category recognizing "outstanding host 
for a reality or reality·competition program" 
was created by the Academy of Television 
Arts & Sciences and will be presented at the 
60th annual Emmys in September. 
The award recognizes t hat reality TV has 
become "an integral part of television and 
our culture," John Shaffner, chairman and 
CEO of the TV academy, said in a statement 
April 22 announcing the new honor. 
Besides Sea crest of "American Idol ," 
Mandel of "Deal or No Deal" and Banks of 
include Ty Pennington of "Extreme Make· 
over Home Edition," Jeff Foxworthy of "Are 
You Smarter Than a 5th Grader?" and Tom 
Bergeron and Samantha Harris of "Dancing 
With the Stars." 
"America's Next Top Model," other poten· Eligibility is open to hosts of programs 
tial nominees identified by the academy entered in the reality program and real· 
Ryan Seacrest , host of 'American Idol,' is eligible (Left) Howie Mandel, host of the' Deal or no Deal' game show, has the chance to become 
ity·competition categories. Sorry, Simon 
Cowell: The award isn't for "reactive 
participants or judges," the academy rules 
state. 
MCT 
2 
for an Emmy in September. MeT host for a reality or reality-competi tion program: Mel 
----------------------------------------~------~ 
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Film review 
'Sarah Marshall' redeems her reputation 
Jason Segel performs his Dracu la musical for Kristin Bell in 'Forgetting Sarah Marshall.' 
Apatow crew delivers another 
winner, thanks to Jason Segel 
by Matt Fagerholm 
Assistant A&E Editor 
JASON SEGEl has a face that's hard to forget. 
As Nick AndopoHs on "Freaks and Geeks," 
his puppy-dog eyes and wide, toothy grin 
exuded an innocence that set him apart 
from fellow high school slackers played by 
seth Rogan and James Franco, who are soon 
to star in their own summer comedy. 
There was an innate sadness in Segel's 
over-eager persona, as he cheerfully yet 
Courtesy UNIVERSAL 
clumsily pursued romance and success that 
always managed to evade his grasp. Rarely 
has such a self-loathing and socially inept 
character been infused with such goofy 
innocence and engaging humanity. 
On the heels of his co-star Rogan's tri-
umph as the unlikely leading man in 
Knocked Up and star writer of Super-bad/segel 
now headlines his own comedy. For9ettin9 
Sarah Marshall. with a script he wrote partly 
from his own experiences. His character is 
named Peter Bretter, but he might 35 well 
be the adult version of Andopolis. 
The film opens with Bretter working as 
an indolent composer, scoring forgettable 
music for his girlfriend's crime show. His 
long-term artistic project, a Dracula musi-
cal featuring puppets, doesn't appear to 
hold much potential. When his girlfriend, 
the unforgettable sarah Marshall, breaks 
up with him, he decides to embark on a 
Hawaiian vacation, only to find his ex in 
the arms of her new boyfriend. 
The plot may seem startlingly conven-
tional for a JuddApatowproduction,though 
what it lacks in structural originality, it 
makes up for in the vibrant wit and seem-
ingly improvisational exchanges that have 
become the producer's trademark. Each 
scene functions like an extended comic 
vignette, encircling the relatively low-key 
protagonist with a sprawling ensemble. 
Russell Brand delivers the film's biggest 
laughs as Marshall's latest squeeze, a stu-
pendously self-absorbed singer who's first 
witnessed writhing in a socially conscious 
music video, while holding up a sign read-
ing, "Sodomize Intolerance." 
Though Apatow remains the contempo-
rary cinematic master of male insecurity 
and arrested development, his female char-
acters have often been criticized for not 
having the depth of the onscreen males. 
Yet in the case of Sarah Marshall, the two 
central women emerge with more shades 
of complexity than many of the men. 
Mila Kunis may be an astonishing beauty, 
but she brings an earthy robustness to her 
role of the resort worker Segel falls for. 
And as Sarah Marshall herself, Kristin Bell 
comes off not as a one-dimensional jerk, but 
an aggressive not-so-free spirit with her 
own confusions and frustrations. The scene 
where she finally explains her reasons for 
leaving Segel has a painful honesty that is 
missing from the film's all-too-tidy finale. 
Sadly, first -time director Nicholas Stoller 
isn't able to sustain the comic momentum 
Attend the Student Alumni Association's Etiquette Dinner 
Renowned Chicago Fatfllonitta and etlqu.'" 
IpeClallst, Nena Ivon, wflll. sd you t llroll'" 
a seven cOllrl6 reception and dinner (0 hone 
your per60nal and puliffe preHnt. 'ion skill • . 
Limited seating available. 
Please send Interest and Inquiries to saa@colum.cdu 
that made past Apatow productions so 
explosively funny. The film also inherits 
the flaw of a tiresome running time, in 
which an excess of scenes either run on 
too long or simply fall flat. 
Yet this rambling approach allows the 
laughs to evolve organically, as opposed to 
being manufactured by stale set-ups. 
There's a hilarious extended riff in which 
Brand trashes Bell's latest cheap horror 
flick-clearly based on Bell's own failed 
thriller Pulse. Segel indulges in a self-dep-
recating stream of consciousness on his 
piano that achieves a kind of crazed bril-
liance. And speaking of songs, when segel 
finally gets to perform numbers from his 
puppet musical, they prove he is the abso-
lute right man to revive the ailing Muppet 
franchise-which he and Stoller are report-
edly planning to attempt. 
As for Segel's much-ballyhooed full 
frontal nudity, it only has a few seconds 
of screen time. Yet it illustrates not only 
Segel's raw vulnerability, but also the Amer-
ican male itself, stripped of all grandiosity 
or mystery. It's the illustration of Apatow's 
cinema, of which Forgetting sarah Marshall 
is a worthy contribution. And it ultimately 
works because of segel's unique persona-
as oafish as seth Rogan, as virginal as Steve 
Carell and as cuddly as a Muppet. 
mJagerholm@ChronicltlTlQil.com 
FILM BITS 
'ForgettIng Sarah Marshan' 
Director: Nicholas Stoller 
Screenwriter: Jason Segel 
Running time: 112 minutes 
Rating: R 
Now playing at local theaters 
...... -
Theater group pipes down 
Silent Theatre troupe hosts 
vaudeville benefit to continue 
tour across the count ry 
by Jessica Galliart 
A&E Editor 
THEATER TROUPES often have to struggl e to 
get their productions seen and heard. Well, 
the Silent Theatre troupe just wants to be 
seen-not heard. 
The 15 members of Silent Theatre, a the· 
ater company based out of Chicago, will 
host a benefit called "A vaudeville Affair" 
on May 4 in conjunction with the Silent 
Film Society of Chicago at the Portage The· 
ater.4050 N. Milwaukee Ave., in hopes of 
raising money for more upcoming nation-
wide and international tours. The benefit 
will include a vaudeville variety show, live 
music, dancing and raffies. 
Silent Theatre performer Gillian Hast-
ings said she was attracted to the idea of 
communicating without language. Silent 
Theatre performers dress in 19205 costumes 
and use body movements and facial expres· 
sions instead of language to convey roes· 
sages in their productions. 
"A kiss is a kiss in any language," Hastings 
said. "We're finding the ability to commu· 
nicate with audiences that theater doesn't 
normally touch: the deaf community, the 
non· English·speaking community." 
The concept for a silent theater group 
came about in 2005, after the 13 original 
members, all Columbia graduates, became 
interested in a p lay produced by colum· 
bia's Theater Department. The group then 
did their own independent adaptation of 
"Lulu ," billed as a black·and·white silent 
play based off of the silent film Pandora's 
Box from the 1920s. After the success of 
that show, the group received a grant from 
columbia, bought an old school bus and left 
for a nationwide tour in 2006. 
"It's strange how things like this 
happen," Hastings said. "It started (withJ 
just us want ing to do this show, and then 
we wanted to do an extension and go on 
tour. The type of theater we do just devel· 
oped from the projects that interested us." 
The group hit a snag while touring in 
San Francisco when they ran out of money 
and couldn't return home to Chicago. The 
13 members lived together in a three-bed-
room house for three months, working and 
touring their production until they earned 
enough money to go back to Chicago. 
"It was great," said Joe Vonderhaar, a 
Silent Theatre performer. "It was certainly 
aggravating at times, but it's an experience 
that I wouldn't give up." 
Because of silent fi lm's strong influ-
ence on Silent Theatre productions, the 
group has developed a collaboration with 
the Silent Film Society of Chicago, which 
focuses on the preservation and presenta· 
tion of silent films . DennisWolkowicz, who 
runs the Portage Theater where the Silent 
Film Society presents its films, said there's 
a strong link between Silent Theatre and 
the silent films. 
"It's got kind of a correlation between the 
silent era of film and the live production, 
trying to reach across the audience through 
the art form of pantomime," Wolkowicz 
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Members of the Silent Theatre group. comprised of Columbia graduates. perlorm using body movement 
and facial expressions in their silent theater productions without dialogue. 
said. uAs far as the Silent Film Society goes, 
I think it's a good link." 
Silent Theatre will perform a live 
vaudeville variety show on May 4, to be 
followed by live music and dancing. Walko-
wicz said he hopes the two groups will 
continue to work together, especially for 
the Film Society's silent film festival this 
summer. 
"Most ofthe films from the era are gone," 
Courtesy SILENT THEATRE 
wolkowicz said. "With the Silent Theatre 
group, there's the music, the facial expres -
sions,movement,all without dialogue clut-
tering everything up." 
"'A Vaudeville Affair" will be at the PortageThe· 
ater, 4050 N. Milwauhee Ave., at 6 p.m. on May 
4. Admission is $30, and student tichets are $]5. 
For more information, visit SilentTheatre.com. 
igalliart@chronidemail.com 
REVIEWS 
How to Win 
111eWar 
On Global 
Wanning 
nME MAGAZINE: THE GREEN ISSUE 
SIIIIIIIIICK 
I don't ever read TIME: maybe the bold red steers me away. But 
when I got the latest green issue in my mailbox, I read it cover 
to cover. It has great articles on actual solutions to the climate 
change and the global warming crisis. and the articles were writ-
ten In a language In which anyone could pick up on the science 
and teChnology terms. Props to TIME. -8. Marlow 
, .'~. r::> 
' .. --: _ \:!J 
'GREENING OF SOUTHIF ON SUNDANCE 
.. " 
Although my cable onen comes through pixilated. I was able to 
enjoy this documentary on the first gold certified LEED construc· 
tion building in south Boston on demand. saelng a~group of nuts 
and bolts construction workers think the green idea was too 
far·fetched ancl dumb. implementing some of these practices in 
their own lives was amazing. -8. Marlow 
In. no ConfeMJons or Ray of Light. but Madge's new album Is 
as addICting as sweets. Haters of · 4 Minutes· will be relieved 
to know the fun·length version is much better, and don 't get 
us started on · She's Not Me: Where else can you nnd uOOr· 
producers Timbal3nCI and Pharrell with back-ta-back tracks? Now 
that's sweet. - 0. Kucynda/ B. Ml'Jrlow 
... .... , .... ......... ~IM .... » 
. .. , ...... . 
FACEIOOK CHAT 
,JOty In 11" l,..,t:, '''''1''1( "'h~. f-1ttIJ1~jlJIt Lhtll I" (}f,ly ~nUnt)I'1 (II I 
rAf't8lf, ,~'NtJt'ltq Ht!1II:! It", "f)fJlII ... afiof,' ItIFlIt"'''''9 wIJllt""fl Ittll Nfli 
,AJty I" " ettr"mtlt'f fh'1\I.,,,,,,,,, 'Ntll'" 111,1 ,.1 my fIWn litlflloul", ' , II 
"I.,IW' r~ 1..,1" If 1 '~fldso """I ",., '''If ",, my '''K'II", HlpqQ'lf1!V11 
r"C1#/J~fI <.,W,II dUrJl>t F~"""'~ , fltr1 ·Nt,m" ,,,., , ', I II,ItIl,S! IIU! Imnll 
WA'.hVflt" "I tJtH ,,,,-"/1.,,,'1 ( .... ';f,/ltefy 
© 
SHOOlDER SHRUG NOT BAD. NOT BAD WORTH A GIGGLE 
'THE FEMININE MYsnQUE,' BUST: APRIL/ MAY ISSUE 
Though this was the -Guys We Love - issue. my favorite piece 
was about faux queens (women dressed like drag queens). -The 
Feminine Mystique," paired with Lynnette Astaire 's photos of 
these women-turned-ultra femmes, made me realize that what's 
Inside definitely counts. but sometimes it's more fun to portray 
beauty aesthetically, through our clothes. - So Harvey 
'THE PAPER' PREMIERE ON MlV 
A bunch of horny. snotty high schoolers all take themselves way 
too seriously in their quest to become the editor·ln.chief of their 
high school newspaper. Hey kids: Your paper sucks, and you're 
16 years old . Get a job. And for the record, our staff is nothing 
like theirs. We're definitely not snotty. -). Gall/art 
While perusing the streets of Paris, I COUldn't help but notice 
that whenever I stopped at 8 street comer and looked down. in 
bright pink spray paint II would read "Sebastien Tellier: That's It. 
Basically It was a message from the underground music gOdS, 
because I checked out Tellier the second I had an Internet can--
neetlon. I've been In love ever since. -C. Matllme/ster 
© 
PERSUASIVE KmEN STICKERS 
Will) "u, '1 ,."",liy IIIIIU'l1!( ,.(1 by " 'lOtH! nl loroblo, n.IlIy (Iotll ll","';' 
""m 1'l1,{>lvIIIK ,I qllt'kpi 111111 reod °lvery lillie you tiOIl ', IIOIn, tl 
ktll'lIJ 111'111: I WIlIII"1 1 Itl hoRti " trallht '01 the 00118 and WAil not 
IIJ/I~ '9"1 I'flt J'!qeml y II/ fulfill Illy tl lvlt tluly, Now 1"111 jU1i1 lIYllIM lu 
IUIOW wtll1l III,; 41 11 ,"' 1 "'!lukell!! ~91(j ~, MI'HItf!/' 
HAPPy OANCE! 
ENTERTAINMENT WEEKLY: SUMMER MOYIE PREVIEW 
This Issue means one thing: Warm weather and summer block-
busters are coming! The articles about The Incredible Hulk , Speed 
Racer and the new Indiana Jones flick (Including an Interview 
with George Lucas and Steven Spielberg), are great, but I could 
definitely do without the stupid Venzon Wireless ad that plays a 
Natasha Bedingfield song when you tum to it. -). Gall/art 
" r.:-. ) \;;;;J !) 
'CONFESSIONS OF A SUPER HERO' ON DVD 
This welt-made documentary is a nice way of learning about 
the things you may never have heard about. It chronicles the 
lives of people who dress up as superheroes and collect tips in 
front of Grauman's Chinese Theatre in Los Angeles. Though It 
was an Interesting topic and the impersonators 'Here quirky, the 
documentary lacked focus. -T. Bearden 
, 
.Y 
Lovers of Omaha Indle, listen up. Neva 0I1lOY8's third studio a .. 
bum Is a simple, melancholy soundtrack to your whls~11ed 
nlghls. It's comforting to know that some bandS' musk: r'IeIIer 
really changes, and If you're cnwlrc conSistency. this bend Is 
It. -s. Harvey 
tOENAIL DOUBLE STANDoUDS 
I l'Iht,lultln'l ,"I like I!I crImll\fll ~ not Pl'1t'ltlt'C 1l'Y toentIltl but 
llosh ttAtt1 It. I 00, Wht newr I It an tt'lll tt'l"" tnet k)OtI; It 
olle" ~~h tu8nICul1t(t ton~ whitt ""1"11 M III nltUfW tnd 
l1ul ll@ff1tfit . I h!el Ilk. ~ I\"*~ It) I t'IOtI \ott .M rt\IOtt find ~ 
o llr tt:l4!. lUll f~1 C. MfthhttMMf 
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Smashing music stars 
(left) Jimmy Chamberlin and Billy Corgan of the popular '90s rock band The Smashing Pumpkins hold up their hands after putting them in cement at a ceremony to Induct them into the Hollywood Rockwalk 
in los Angeles on April 23. According to Reuters . about 100 fa ns showed up, as we ll as members of the media. Reuters quoted Corgan saying, 'I'm so used to bad vibes, people hating our band and throwing 
things at us. So it's strange to be honored: 
PREMIUM BLEND 
Gabriel Lyon Q Who are some of the band's musical influences? 
IN THE grassroots stage of creating a rock 
band, some members may find it difficult 
to compensate for the price and effort it 
takes for a band to produce their music. 
For lead vocalist and guitarist Gabriel 
Lyon,he had to decide ifhe wanted to spend 
his money pursuing his musical aspira-
tions or return to Columbia to complete his 
fiction writing studies . Although Lyon ulti · 
mate ly chose to chase his musica l desires, 
he still intends to return toColumbia, even 
if he must graduate la ter, h e sa id. 
As a res ult, Lyon a nd the band- na med 
Gabriel Lyon after its frontman- formed in 
2007, and released their first CD, Rising from 
the Dead.Currently, Gabriel Lyon is comprised 
of Lyon , h-yboardis t Sam Dolins , drummer 
Stl'Ve Lynch and bassist Kt-vin Port. ... Lynch, 
a film and video major,and Ports,an i:lrt and 
design major,currently attend columbia . 
The Chronicle recently Si:lt down with 
I.yo n to di sCWtR the band's ins pirations, 
Ijtudio miHhap" and love for Chicago's 
mURica l competition . 
Q The Chronicle: How did you and your band members form Gabriel lyon? 
o .. brid Lyon: l..<tHl Hummer, ' h;,UJ to th .. d de 
wlwth(!r' w .. nted It, purHUe mU HI<"H('rilJuNly 
(Jr k«:eptryin~ to be .. wrlt«:r, ;lnd I (It-d dcd If) 
go with mUNic. 1 rccordt'd ;11 .1 pru(l'HH llln;.! 
"I udlu, k ; lxl "'.IX, whcrc'l'hc !')frUlHhIIlK I'ump 
Idrlll TN'old/·d I hcJrCf)H, In ort.iI'T 10 afford III 
IWllce thl,. ( " ',' I(Jok <III IIlf' mlllll'y I H"vet.! (or 
1I('hool , JIll I it 1tM/.mlu lourl (·o"lId druJlpl'd 
t,ut "' .IH"'umI.Aftl'I ,h .. ", H I ~II·tl'd wrlllllK 
,.,-mr-""",J rI A .. trallli "'Y.,·I.wr. 
Jeff Buckley,of course, for his vocal styles 
and his choices. When he didn't have a band, 
he wasn't thinking about girls or getting 
laid; he was thinking about his music. 
That 's exactly how I feel. Also Elliott Smith, 
for his lyrical content, and Bob Dylan and 
The Beatles. 
Q How do you or your bandm.nes prepare yourselves before going into 
Ihe studio 10 record? 
Whe n I recorded my firs t album, l Rising 
from the Dead], I played everything before 
[recording] on acoustic guitar. I booked the 
studio for 4M hours s tmight,and [when[ I 
got in Ihere, J played allihe instruments. 
We wo uld s tack [the tracks[ on,and it was 
chaotic. There was no planning ahead. I 
was re'llly happy [with J how it turned out, 
but il was rushed. For th e next record, I 
deflllilely want to be "ble to rc • .IIly work 
and figure out everything before we gel 
in the studio. 
Q How has Chicago Influenced or shaped your music? 
The reOl/WIi , decided to stl.lY in ChlcOlgo 
:U'ld pUTHue mU Nic iN Ihui l ihink the mus ic 
H(·l'nl' iN a 101 leNH threillcnlng ill Ch lcugo 
thun It IN in Nt'W Yurk Ci ty, 1.014 I\ngt'lcH or 
NilHhville. " '14 11Ioll'llHll'J' lind very JltlHHlb lc 
1o (01'111 a fUll hllHl' hCTI'In Ihcdty,ht'('lI lINI' 
Iherc iH nol 1114 IIIUdl compelition h ere. 
Whcli YOII know Ihlll you 'n.' 1)luyi liH "I rca l 
Vt' nUf'H ,1t ((' lilly nlllkcH IIU' wunt 10 pl'IH.:ticc 
:111111"" " 111' I1II1HII ' hf'I'(' . 
Q Where does the band generally practice? 
We have a practice space over by the KL"Clzie 
Green Line stop, and it's a really sketchy 
neighborhood. [One time] me and Kevin,the 
bassist, went to pick up our drummer,Steve. 
Whilewe are walking to the Green Line, this 
beige ca r speeds toward us, and these two 
huge white guys get out of the car. One of 
the guys grabs my shoulder, and the other 
guy asks us, "Do you guys have any dope?" 
We realized they were undercover cops. After 
they searched us, I thought to myself, "That's 
the price to pay for a cheap practice space." 
Q 
AP 
How would you describe your band's 
sound? 
Although it's eclectic, somebody said 
IGabriel Lyonl sounds worldly. I say my 
genre would be just pop-rock,maybe alter· 
native with a soft side. 
Gabriel Lyon will perform at SUbttTTtlnean, 
2011 W. North Ave., on May 22 at 8 p.m. T1ze 
show is ages l7and up and admission is $7. 
Visit MySpace.com/GabrieILyon for mort 
information on wherr to purchaseGRbriel Lyon's 
first studio CD, Rising from the Dead. 
-D. Kucynd. 
(C IOCkwhJO hum conI or) Vocll1l 8VOllllml81 0001101 l.)'On . koybotmtl8t Slml Oollnl, drummer Shtvtt lynch 
Mti t)n~"I~ 1 KIIVlll fl'()11 8 IIlllkfJ liP UIU Otlntl Onl>rlol !.yon, 
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ACROSS 
Restaurant 
handouts 
6 Foundry form 
10 Submerged 
14 Flooded 
15 Actor Gross 
16 Not at home 
17 Actor Sal 
18 Baseball team 
19 Rolls of dough 
20 Invasion 
22 Condor's digs 
23 Ca iro man 
24 Make lovable 
25 LPs, updated 
26 Catch some rays 
27 Develop a bite? 
31 City south of 
Tampa 
36 Calcutta country 
37 Drunkard 
38 Actress Black 
39 Gave the green 
light 
41 Flair 
42 Mobster's rod 
43 Cone-bearing 
evergreen 
44 Christian or 
Helen 
48 Sayles movie 
53 Carried 
54 Hairy spider 
55 Desktop image 
56 Planted 
explosive 
57 Column type 
58 Aficionados 
59 Finishes off 
60 Sister's daughter 
61 Skedaddle 
62 Trial by fire 
63 Building k>ts 
DOWN 
1 Rrst Lady olthe 
'SOs 
2 Pplrid< of 
~rfasketbal l 
3 City in NE 
France 
4 Deplete 
5 Cheated 
financial ly 
6 Crazes 
7 Hunter of stars 
8 Swann or 
Redgrave 
SUDOKU 
C> 2008 Tribuna MedII! Services, Inc. 
All l tgh11 reserved. 
4128/08 
9 Scottish river 
10 Made logs 
11 On the alert 
12 Gymnast 
Comaneci 
13 Band leader Kay 
21 Big cut of beef 
22 Tolstoy novel 
24 "Over There" 
cant. 
26 Used a chair 
27 Aragon aunt 
28 Anne's twins? 
29 Newspaper 
honchos, briefly 
30 Dead heat 
31 Turt 
32 "My Gal _" 
33 Raw mineral 
34 Bo's number 
35 Barbecue 
buttinsky 
37 Harden 
40 Roofer's gunk 
41 Editor Brown 
43 Sherwood _ 
44 Constrained 
45 Restricted 
Solutions 
S H ovr ~1331 • 3 ~ 3 I N S a N 3 S N V • 
8 I N 0 I 3 N I ~ N 0 ~ I 
V l nlNv~ ~l 03 10 1 
~ V1S3B~ 31 1V l S 
I;j l :l 1 V D 
1 NI 311vlO 31NI3SS V 
N 31~ V I " lOS . vii o l N I 
V 11 0 Siv ~ v S 
N n S 
~ V 3 OIN 3 N 
3 I ~ 3 V N 0 
S 0 VM 3 N I 
A V M V 31 A I;j 
" 
N V S all 0 
46 Observe Yom 
Kippur 
47 On edge 
48 Puts down on 
the tarmac 
49 Marcus Aurelius, 
e .g. 
3 Hil 3 3 1 
S 0 8 
V I 1 d A ~ 3 
I S ~ n 8 N I 
N 0 3 N I " 
V H S VMV 
" 
S n N 3 " 
50 Piano adjuster 
51 Ghastley or 
Faye 
52 Makes haste 
54 Pitchfork 
element 
56 Got together 
Fill in the grid so that every row, column and 
3x3 box contains the numbers 1 through 9, 
7 2 6 8 
1 7 9 5 
4 9 5 2 1 
5 2 7 
4 
5 1 6 
7 8 5 6 4 
6 2 1 7 
5 9 2 3 
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HOROSCOPE 
Aries (March 21-April 19) Finally, somebody appreciates all that you've been 
through. Confide in a friend and get back the support you so richly deserve. 
Taurus (April 20-May 20) You have everything you need, or you know where to get 
it. Don't reveal your sources,just produce the results. Then. smile knowingly. 
Gemini (May 21-June 21) The more you learn. the more you can contribute to 
your friends. They look to you to have all the answers, so stay ahead of the 
pack. Do the homework. 
Cancer (June 22-July 22) Sometimes you have to spend money to make money. 
A little shrewdly invested can raise your status a lot. This is your excuse to get 
another new outfit. 
Leo (July 23-Aug. 22) A person you sometimes find frustrating has also captured 
your heart. Th is is good. It keeps the relationship eternally interesting. 
Virgo (Aug.23-Sept. 22) You're detained from meeting your long-term objectives. 
A lot of short-term, routine duties need your attention. Don't curse them; 
they're giving you time to think. 
Libra (Sept. 23-Oct. 22) Continue to provide the most comfortable environment 
that you can. Don't let yourself get sucked into the argument. If you stay 
objective, the others might. too. 
Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov. 21) Slow and easy does it. Don't try to push the tide. 
People need to talk things over before they make up their minds. Give them 
plenty of time. 
Sagittarius (Nov. 22-0ec. 21) If one illusion is shattered, you can always come 
up with another. Stay as pract ical as you can. Oon't worry about philosophy 
now; concentrate on making money. 
Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19) Collect your winnings and continue to take care 
of your family. They don't really understand what you're doing at work, but they 
like what you do for them. 
Aquarius (Jan. 2Q-Feb. 18) A person who's stubbornly set in his or her ways 
is especially frustrating now. You'll make more progress by listening, if you 
possibly can. If not, extricate yourself. 
Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20) At first. your team seems to have the advantage. 
Then, you wonder. Don't worry, a hero emerges and leads you to victory. 
COMIC RELIEF 
512 
"I love co llege, " 
.:" 
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Commental1 
Editorials 
An Army of none 
At the April 22 meeting of the Student the "activists" responsible for the resolu-
Governp1ent Association, several student tion want the SGA to denounce the Army 
activists attempted to pass a resolution itself. And that would be preposterous. As 
against the military recruitment center "The Daily Show's" Rob Riggle pointed out 
located at 10 E. Harrison St. in the Univer- during a rally against a recruitqJ.ent center 
sity Center of Chicago. Luckily for those in Berkeley,Calif., "If only there were 'some 
more concerned with theAnny rather than organization dedicated to guaranteeing the 
the recruitment center, the resolution was right to protest." 
emphatically denied. The steps the "activists" want the SGA to 
The first grievance the resolution voices take are equally silly. From the resolution: 
against the recruitment center is it's "TheSGAwillcollectstatementsofsupport 
place "in the super-dormitory that houses or opposition to the U.S. Career Center from 
Roosevelt University, DePaul University college administration and any statements 
and Columbia College students." of support IshouldJ include information on 
The recruitment center, called the U.S. how the U.S. career Center enhances the 
Career Center, is indeed located in close campus of Columbia." 
proximity to student housing, but it's Forcing members of the administration 
offices are no closer or more connected to to choose sides between the Army and an 
the dorms than Panera Bread, Books in the SGA resolution for the purpose of ferreting 
City or Epic Burger. out the presumed fascists is a violation of 
In addition,neither Columbia, Roosevelt both privacy and good sense. Not only is 
nor DePaul owns the building. Columbia the administration's opinion on such an 
has no legal authority to evict any of the issue immaterial, it's divisive (if there are, 
business and companies that share space in fact, any members of the administration 
in the University Center. who would support the resolution, which 
However, leaving aside the authors' is doubtful). 
insinuation that the recruitment center In the end, all the administrative sup-
is as much a part of the dorm as the caf- port in the world would be totally meaning-
eteria, why should the relative distance of less. Columbia doesn't own the University 
the recruitment center matter to Columbia Center. Our administration and student 
students anyway? body have little say in who is allowed to 
The Career Center's recruiters aren't share space there, and even if we did, kick-
in the University Center 's cafeteria. They ing out a non-aggressive Army recruitment 
aren't stalking the halls of the Alexandroff center doing no harm to our population is 
campus Center or cold-calling dorm rooms. the last way we should use it . 
They have no stronger presence at COlum- The authors of the resolution want the 
bia than they do at Roosevelt University, SGA to decide if the recruitment center has 
Jones College Prep or the Public Library. "a right to exist." How completely ridicu-
If recruiters were invading student pn- lous. The Army has no place in the class-
vacy that would be one thing-but their room, but allowing it an office is,one hopes, 
mere presence is nothing to protest, unless not too much for the populace to bear. 
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The FCC should let it be 
The federal government is getting 
involved with the Internet, and it's actu-
ally a good thing, 
Several Internet providers, including 
Comcast Corporation, which provides 
Internet to a large portion of Chicago'S 
Internet customers, have been slowing 
down subscriber file-sharing to increase 
traffic, according to The Associated Press. 
As of now that type of behavior isn't illegal 
(according to the same article), it's merely 
censured by the Federal Communications 
Commission-but it should be. 
Specifically, whenever a Comcast cus-
tomer uses a file -sharing website, Comcast 
slows his or her Internet speed, causing 
him or her to visit more sites. This made it 
look like there was more web-traffic than 
there was, something Comcast could sho· 
woff to advertisers. 
The current FCC regulations for the 
Intcrnet include s "network-neutral" policy 
mCl.1nt to discourage Internet providers 
from interfering with free and open access 
to the web, lIccordlng to the AP. During a 
hearing of the Scnute Commerce, Science 
and TrAnsportut Ion commlttce on April 22, 
FCC chulnmlll Kevin MUl'tin told senutors 
thllt' "[nol udtlltlonul rcgulntlons nre needed 
nl' thl l'l tlmc," nccordlng to CNN. 
!Jut muny cilb.l'ns und I ellWl'rntic IRw-
ll1ukcrtl clhmgl'l't." 11 1'1 I'Iwy Nhnulcl . S{'l\utor 
lIymn 1)01'KII I1 (D N.Il. ) I ~ l'U-HpoIHwl'ing 
(with dl Hl'lclltinH Mnillc Ih'IHlbllclIl1 Olym-
,till SIIIIWI' ) ICl(lHlutlolllu mukc Ihe 1ll'lwt)l'k-
1H'1I11'1111ty pulky u Iliw. wltl",,,t Hu('h 
1'4 '111 I'Ic 'l 10111'1, I'l'CIvllll'rN 1'llIIhll'I'IH<iIII', (lil'Cl'l' 
1I11t1 C'CIIIII'II IIIlI t ' l'IH'1 IIIIllul(l'I . 
Thill kll1tiur 11111)(11 h ')(ht ll1!ltll1 hoi IH't 'I'H· 
sary to keep the Internet an open source of 
information and communication. 
While the FCC has held two hearings 
after it learned of Comcast's misdeeds, the 
hearings haven't put any system in place to 
stop such a , thing (slowing down connec-
tion speeds to simulate greater traffic) from 
happening again,As long as a pro-business 
practice is not illegal but me",ly frowned 
upon, corporations can be expected to 
take fulJ advantage of it, And, as the chief 
responsibility of a corporation -is to make 
money for its stockholders, it can actually 
argue that not to take advantage of such a 
loophole would,be irresponsible, 
U's not wrong for corporations to charge 
money for Internet access, but it is wrong 
for them to mold the Internet they provide 
to gouge customers for profit or to censor 
information. If businesses can justify 
manipulating their traffic numbers and 
slowing down their service when custom-
ers interact with unfavorable sources (other 
Internet companiesUke RCN,pornography, 
etc,), what 's to stop them from forcing con-
sumers to have a company homepage or 
tnklng away access to competing Intt-met 
providers' webpages1 
Patr!c Verrone, the president of tho writ-
ers Guild of IImerica, who testified on IIpril 
22 tn (ront of the commission. WitS rlght 
when hc pointt'd out that it isn't corpora-
tlo1\~ thut nced tht, goyt'rnmcnt to 80 to 
but (or them, As he sRld, "l'ClJt'(lin8 to tht' 
AP, "Thc only thing bigger thlll\ t'OrlX)r"· 
tlom~ In thIH ('Oul\U'V 1M the8ovt'r1\ment.~ 
!tllvcl" mok. Ihl c1eor lo leglsl.lorothlt we 
l\t'cll H01ncb4..llly 1,,"klng ~\1 1~ Ithe Internetl 
IfoI llCUtrut." 
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Sexual assaults feed on victims' silence 
by Bethany 
Reinhart 
Assistant City Beat 
Editor 
Every two min-
utes someone 
in the United 
States is sexually 
assaulted, accord-
ing. to the Rape 
Abuse and Incest 
National Network. 
That statistic is 
hard to imagine, 
and it's difficult to 
talk about. 
April marked 
Sexual Assault 
Awareness Month, which was intended, in 
part, to create a dialogue about rape. But 
many people still aren't talking about the 
problem and resources remain scarce. 
[n a society where we openly discuss 
topics such as abortion, sexually transmit-
ted diseases, homosexuality, pornography 
and school violence, it seems that we are 
still unable to openly talk about rape. 
For that reason I find it essential that we, 
both as individuals and as a s~iety, become 
more introspective about our own discom· 
fort with the word rape and more outspo· 
ken about how to break the silence. 
It's time to face the facts about current 
sexual assault statistics. It's also critical 
that we examine the systems we currently 
have in place to both help victims and edu· 
cate the public. 
Despite attempts to bring the topic out 
in the open, most rape victims still feel like 
they are living in the shadows. According 
to the V.S. Department of Justice National 
Crime Victimization Study, one in every 
seven women and one in every 33 men in 
the V.S. have been victims of sexual assault. 
Most acknowledge feeling alone, isolated, 
disconnected and/or misunderstood after 
the incident. 
Sexual assault is one of the most under· 
reported crimes in America, according to 
RAINN.An estimated 60 percent of sexual 
assaults go unreported and an even higher 
percentage of victims refuse to seek medi· 
cal treatment after being raped. 
Although there are many factors that 
contribute to why sexual assault goes unre-
ported and untreated, it is, in my opinion, 
our judicial system and the laws created 
to apprehend rapists that play the biggest 
role. 
For example, in most states, including 
Illinois, physicians and nurses who treat a 
physical injury sustained during a sexual 
assault are required to report the assault 
to law enforcement officials, according to 
the U.S. Department of Justice. Many vic-
tims do not want to involve the police and 
therefore do not seek potentially critical 
medical treatment. 
Many victims continue to remai~ silent 
due to the profound social stigma attached 
to ~ape. According to RAlNN, much progress 
has been made in recent years to reduce the 
stigma and gradually raise reporting rates, 
but nationally publicized sexual assault 
cases Significantly influence public opin· 
ion. That can result in victims being afraid 
they won't be believed, and may discourage 
some from coming fOlWard. 
Another challenge that many rape vic-
tims face is the lack of easily accessible 
resources. Despite the fact that one in 
every four women will become the victim 
of sexual assault during her college years, 
many colleges and universities are still not 
properly equipped to handle the problem. 
unfortunately, Columbia is one of many 
colleges that falls short in resources for 
rape victims. The college's Student Health 
Center does not provide any medical treat· 
ment for victims of sexual assault. Students 
These rows of shoes in Oakland. Calif .. represent the ci ty's 1.779 unsolved sexual assaults. 
MeT 
who call the Student Health Center are 
referred to Mercy Medical Center and are 
provided the medical center's telephone 
number. I find it incredibly unlikely that a 
vulnerable student who has recently been 
assaulted is going to navigate his or her way 
to an unfamiliar hospital, especially if he 
or she is alone. 
columbia's well ness support website 
offers the number for a suicide prevention 
hotline and information about other coun-
seling services,but nowhere on the website 
is there any information on where to tum 
if sexually assaulted. 
According to the counseling services 
webpage, school-provided therapists can 
assist students in anything from sadness 
to substance abuse,but again, there is abso-
lutely no mention of help for dealing with 
sexual assault. 
Resources or referrals are likely available 
if a student spends enough time search· 
ing, but if a student is the victim of sexual 
assault, it is imperative that he or she is 
provided access to help as quickly and effi -
ciently as possible. 
If victims are unable to comfortably seek 
medical treatment and feel as if they have 
nowhere to turn, they are less likely to 
overcome the tremendous impact of sexual 
assault and are likely to suffer from more 
severe long.tenn effects. 
According to RAINN ,such effects include: 
depression, flashbacks, eating disorders , 
difficulty concentrating or sleeping, night· 
mares,severe anxiety,extreme guilt, being 
easily startled or frightened, substance 
abuse and suicidal tendencies. 
Creating more places for victims to tum 
and opening the lines of communication is 
the first step in creating an open dialogue 
and overcoming the stigma of rape. 
Victims of sexual assault can call the 
National Sexual Abuse hotline, (soo) 656· 
4673 or the YWCA of metropolitan Chicago 
rape crisis hotline, (SSS) 293·20S0. 
breinhart@Chronidemail.com 
Lean on the eee, when you're not strong 
columbia stu- So, what can we do to pull ourselves out 
dents who are grad- of this mess? Don't worry, kids, I've got the 
uating in the next cure. 
year are going to 1) Revive the CCC (Civilian Conservation 
be heading out into Corp!!): In the early '30S, while the country 
the worst Ameri· was in the bleak middle of the Great Depres· 
can economy since sion, President Franklin D. Roosevelt intro· 
2001, according to duced ground·breaking (literally) legisla· 
Princeton Univer· tion to create a program that would create 
sity economist Paul jobs, prime the economic pump, repair 
Krugman. and build the country's infrastructure and byWes Giglio Commentary Editor Ina wide· ranging implement a pre-historic health care plan 
interview with Fortune magazine on March (fliers promised that the hard work would 
17, Krugman laid out h is dire future pre· make you fit and healthy). 
dictions for an already faltering economy. Such a program today would be a major 
After the next six months, most economists boost to the economy, the environment and 
are predicting 15 million homeowners will the now· crumbling infrastructure of the 
have negative equity. That means their country. The new CCC could provide jobs 
mortgages will actually be worth more than repairing structures like the bridge that 
their homes. Krugman puts that number at collapsed in Minneapolis and the potholes 
20 million, or a quarter of the home·own- that plague Lake Shore Drive. 
ing population. Krugman also places the In addition, the reborn CCC could live 
amount of money lost on mortgage-backed up to the conservation part of it's title by 
securities at SI trillion. giving jobs to people with interest in the 
On top of that, the average price of a home sciences and advanced degrees working 
is predicted to fall by 25 percent. In the city, on turning America green. The CCC could 
according to an April 22 story in the Chi- install solar panels , research new technolo-
cago Tribune, the median price of a home gies to replace fossil fuels and work to erase 
(S300,OOO) is going up, but sales are down by pollution. As all the new employees would 
11.5 percent. In the rest of Illinois the price be working for the government they'd get 
of a home is falling, as are sa les. According health care and a steady paycheck. Every· 
to Fortune,the dollar is losing its value at an body wins. 
alanning rate (the euro is now worth Sl.S3) 2) End the President George Bush tax 
and the stock market continues it's descent cut: A Democratic victory in November aU 
into the magnificently unstable. but assures this will happen. In a country 
Yikes. groaning under the strain of a recession 
(or, dare I suggest it, a future depression) it 
makes no sense to give tax cuts to the rich· 
est,most secure members of the population. 
It's a study in hypocrisy (or perhaps merely 
stupidity) to listen to President Bush call for 
$600 tax rebates for the lower classes while 
maintaining a commitment to making the 
rich richer by trying to make his tax cut 
permanent. (John McCain has the same 
moronic plan.) 
3) Implement ZIRP: This suggestion 
comes from Krugman, who has suggested 
Federal Reserve Chainnan Ben Bemake cut 
interest rates to the marrow of the bone,all 
the way to zero percent. In Japan this is a 
model they've used for years, and it's called 
ZIRP: Zero Interest Rate Policy. 
A ZIRP in America would lead to more 
investment as opposed to consumer spend· 
ing, which increases confidence but is, in 
the long run, an unhealthy practice upon 
which to build an economy. That means 
relief for the big boys on Wall Street and 
houses and business for the little guys on 
Main Street. Again,everybodywins,as long 
as implementation is quick enough: If the 
economy crashes too far,interest rates start 
to lose relevance. 
Many economists are responding to the 
economic cris is by echoing FOR's famous 
words, "We have nothing to fear but fear 
itself." They say that the faltering economy 
is a crisis of confidence recession. Even if 
that's the case, what would build more con-
fidence than giving people jobs, fixing our 
infrastructure, easing our dependence on 
gas, reducing our carbon footprint ,cutting 
taxes for folks that are hurting instead of 
folks that ain't and making it possible for 
lower·income citizens to invest again? 
I 
i9iglio@Chroniclemail.com 
Recession blues 
Percent who said these economic 
problems have had a negative 
effect on the family's financial 
situation: 
Rise In gas, home heating price 
86% 
Rise In food prices 
76% 
Rise In health care costs 
74% 
More people losing Jobs 
Rising cost of a 
college education 
@2oo8MCT 
58% 
57% 
Source: Gallup poll of 2.020 adults. 
Jan. 30-Feb. 2. 2008; margin of error: 
-+ /-2 percentage points 
Graph ic: Angela Smith. Judy Trelble 
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Campus Apple Store 
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33 E. Congress Prkwy. 1 at Floor 
Chicago. IL 60605 
- (Entrance Off Wabash) 
312.344.8622 
--G.' a·mac.--
Buy an Apple notebooR at the ... 
Columbia CoIIe~e Campus Apple Store 
and ~et a free Apple Remote and Printer* 
+ 
Buy a Mac get a Free Printer!. 
Exclude. M8C Mini, Appllceble to In-.tock computer. only 
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City Beat 
i Protection Agency is partnering with the Chicago to reduce the amount of prescription medication that Is being found in 
drinking water from the Great lakes by placing receptacles at police stat ions throughout the city. The bins were unveiled at an Earth Day event at Daley Plaza, 
50 w. washington St., on Apri l 22. Tim Hunl THE CHRONICLE 
More than water on tap 
EPA challenges res idents and 
community to help conserve 
Great Lakes 
by Susheela Bhat 
Assistant City Beat Editor 
ACROSS THE nation, scientists are finding 
something unexpected in the water. Recent 
reports from the Great Lakes region have 
shown trace amounts of pharmaceuticals 
and other orga~c waste chemicals in the 
tap water. 
In recognition of public concern about 
water in the Great Lakes Region, the 
Region 5 EPA, which serves the Midwest, 
announced onApril21 its "Great Lakes 2008 
Earth Day Challenge" to residents and com-
munities around the Great Lakes region to 
collect and recycle electronic waste and to 
properly dispose of unwanted medicines 
that might otherwise be flushed down a 
drain or thrown in the garbage. 
"We need to be more proactive about pro-
tecting our lakes and less reactive," said 
Commissioner of the Chicago Department 
of Environment Suzanne Malec-McKenna, 
at a press conference held by the EPA and 
the city of Chicago. "Protecting and pre-
serving the Great Lakes and all our natural 
resources will take government agencies, 
nonprofit organizations and individuals all 
doing their part.n 
To encourage residents and raise aware-
ness of the importance of properly recycling 
these potentially hazardous materials, the 
EPA is hosting community recycling and 
pharmaceutical disposal events throughout 
Illinois. 
The EPA announcement follows a recent 
investigation by the Chicago Tribune to test 
the possible health effects of trace amounts 
of drugs in drinking water. An independent 
lab hired by the Chicago Tribune analyzed 
samples drawn from fountains at City Hall, 
a South Side elementary school and a public 
library in Waukegan,Ill., which has its own 
treatment plant. 
The results showed trace amounts of a 
prescription anti -seizure drug, a common 
painkiller, a nicotine byproduct, caffeine 
and two chemicals used to make Teflon and 
scotchgard in samples from the Great Lakes 
region, according to the Chicago Tribune. 
, SEE EPA, PG. 37 
New Amtrak line to Iowa in the works 
Feasibili ty study shows interest 
for new passenger rai l line from 
Ch icago to Quad Cit ies 
by Brett Marlow 
City Beat Editor 
IN AN effort to increase connectivity 
between Midwestern states and extend rail-
ways further by offering more connections, 
Amtrak is planning to give an old line a new, 
longer life by restoring a passenger railroad 
between Chicago and the Quad Cities that 
has been stagnant for more than 30 years. 
After experiencing success by adding 
more roundtrip rides between chicago and 
St. Louis, MO., on ~trak in 2006, the Illi-
nois Department of Transportation, lOOT, 
asked the passenger rail company to take a 
look into other routes that might serve the 
area too, said George w eber, acting bureau 
chief of Railroads for lOOT. 
Amtrak conducted a study and looked 
at the feasibility of restoring a line from 
Chicago to western Illinois and from there 
to Iowa at the Quad Cities region,said Marc 
Magliaria, a spokesperson for Amtrak. The 
line has not been in service since the late 
'70s. 
On April 21, an addendum to the Illinois 
study was released and said an extended 
route originating in Chicago to the Quad 
Cities to Iowa City, would give 187,000 pas-
sengers annually the chance to ride and 
transfer into the Chicago hub. This would 
allow for more visitors to come to the Chi-
cago area and Iowa,and the ability to trans-
fer to other lines in the Midwest, out East 
and South, Magliari said. . 
The addendum came on the heels of the 
Illinois study in which Iowa asked Amtrak 
to analyze continuing the path to Iowa City. 
Since the additional trips to St. Louis proved 
successful, an interest in more routes and 
trips from passengers a nd the state has 
increased. 
"The governor and the Illinois General 
Assembly doubled the amount of funding 
we had from $12 million to $24 million," 
weber said. 
That funding allowed the lOOT to add 
more trips to St. Louis and to Carbondale, 
Ill., and Quincy, Ill. 
"The success of that expansion has a phe-
nomenal increase in ridership and subse-
quentiallysince that occurred ,there's been 
interest all over the state to restore service 
to places that haven't been served since the 
'70S and early '80S," weber said. 
Weber said if the state passed a capi-
tal bill this spring, passengers could see 
restored service in .two years. New ser-
vice from Chicago to Rockford, Ill., could 
also happen within that time frame. 
Currently, Illinois is working on a bill to 
overhaul the transportation infrastructure 
in Illinois, and under that bill , Weber sa id, 
railroads are covered. 
The cost for the projec t would be ahom 
$55 million. 
But before that can happen, upgrades 
to the exis ting Rock Is land Ra ilroad 
t rack and s ignal system would need to 
, SEE AMTRAK, PG . 4 2 
eTA to rid of its 
solid 'ray'ste 
Transit agency tests a new 
environmentally-friendly, solar-
powered waste collection 
system 
by Brett Marlow 
City Beat Editor 
THE eTA and other dty of Chicago agen-
cies are using the sun as a means to 
conserve costs and make a greater green 
effort in reducing their environmental 
impact by testing solar-powered trash 
compactors. 
As part of a pilot program, the tran-
sit agency introduced a BigBelly trash 
compactor to replace its traditional 
trash receptacle at the State and Lake 
Red Line station a few weeks ago. 
During its testing efforts, the CI'A has 
and is moving the compactor around 
to test it at various sites like garages 
and rail yards. 
The new solar·powered trash recep-
tacle is capable of holding more waste 
than a traditional receptacle, and will 
allow CI'A workers to empty it less fre-
quently and cut maintenance costs, 
said Henrietta Gates, director of Busi-
ness Development for BigBelly. 
The transit agency is the latest chi-
cago department to implement these 
eco-friendly trash compactors. 
"CTA's decision to test the trash 
compactors was a result of the success 
other city agenci~s have experienced," 
said catherine Hosinkski, spokesper-
son for the CI'A. 
The move was meant to streamline 
efficiencies in its operations and incor-
porate more eco-friendly techniques , 
Hosinski said. 
Last year the Chicago Department of 
Streets and Sanitation and the Chicago 
Park District put more than 45 of these 
receptacles out in parks, along the lake-
froI)t and in the LOOp. 
"What's good about the BigBelly is 
that it holds five times as much as a 
regular trash receptacle," Gates said. 
» SEE CTA, PG . 41 
The eTA IS testing thiS solar-paneled trash com· 
pactor to see if it can cut costs and help the 
tranSit agency work toward becommg greener. 
Courtesy BIG BELLY 
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Opening young minds at Open Books 
Story~iis drives fun into reading 
for elementary school children 
by Susheela Bhat 
Assistant City Beat Editor 
OPEN BOOKS, a nonprofit organization, is a 
small team of people with big dreams. It is 
celebrat ing its second year anniversary in 
May of raising awareness about illiteracy, 
improving reading skills and spreading the 
love of books in Chicago and beyond. 
As they gear up for the Printer's Row Book 
Fair an June7and S,Open Books will have a 
tent for book sales and literacy awareness. 
Poets and authors from its programs will 
read from their poetry and novels. 
Open Books, 213 W. Institute place,is run 
by a team .of five, along with three interns, 
that has started StoryBus and Reading Bud· 
dies for children in Chicago Public Schools 
from low· income families. 
About S3 percent of adults in Chicago 
cannot read above a fourth grade level, 
said Marquetta McGee, spokesperson for 
Literacy Chicago. 
"We were absolutely astounded that 
there is still such a large population with 
such a low functional level, and it all starts 
in the schools," said Stacy Ratner, found· 
ing partner of Open Books with Marketing 
Director Beeca Keaty in 2006. 
After many discussions about their future 
and careers, Ratner and Keaty said they 
realized their secret ambition had always 
been to open a bookstore. The pair wanted 
to do something to change the world, and 
creating ~ nonprofit program seemed like 
the next logical step for them. 
"It was not enough to open a bookstore," 
Keaty said. "The more we looked into it, the 
more we realized illi teracy was a serious 
problem in Chicago created not because 
people are stupid, but largely it is a function 
of poverty." 
With a clear purpose, Ratner and Keaty 
began to look for books, whether they were 
donated, leftovers from library sales, or 
something that Ratner and Keaty had to 
go pick up. They accumulated about 25,000 
books that eventually filled four storage 
units and Ratner's living room. Ratner and 
Keaty collected books, savings, donations 
and volunte'ers until they were able to find 
a space in the West Side neighborhood. 
With the help of volunteers like Dustin 
Walsh, a recent Columbia graduate who 
interned at the nonprofit and was hired as 
the book coordinator, Open Books moved 
out of Ratner's living room on Superbowl 
Sunday last year into its current home. 
They had collected 150,000 books by then 
and could finally offer literacy classes and 
launch the StoryBus and Reading Buddies 
programs for underserved children in the 
last six months. 
"The StoryBus is literally a school bus 
that drives to schools in low· income neigh· 
borhoods and has face·painting, writing 
workshops, reads books and works with the 
kids to get them excited about reading," 
walsh said. "For m any of the kids, their 
parents can't afford to take time off from 
work to take them to museums or even 
si t down and read with them, so this is a 
way of bringing some of tha t experience 
Quotations on the mutti-eolored walls of Open Books. 
213 W. Institute Place. encourage visitors to pick 
up a book, 
Andrew A. Nelles THE CHRONICLE 
to them." 
The other statistics that drove Ratner to 
start Open Books were from a study conduct . 
edbytheNationalAssessmentofEducational 
Progress that found 44 percent of children in 
the fourth grade cannot read aloud fluently. 
The Reading Buddies program is only six 
months old, but since its inception has been 
an achievement the team at Open Books is 
proud of. 
"With the help of about 60 volunteers, 
the program. started in the second grade 
of SChiller tlementary SChool," said Erin 
Walter, literacy director. "We work on flu-
ency, expression and really just spending 
time working with the children in high-
need areas that do not always have some· 
one that wants to come spend time with 
them, that comes to the school specifically 
to see them." 
Although the programs are s till being 
perfected, Open Books has been to 150 
schools in Chicago with the StoryBus so far, 
and set up Reading Buddies as a bi·weekly 
program in many of these schools. 
"It is 'a different way of enC9lJragingstu-
dents to do well," said Michele LUTZ, the 
principal of SChiller Elementary SChool, 640 
W. Scott St. "OUr students get to interact 
outside of the classroom and help each 
other becom~ stronger readers." 
Open Books has two programs at Schiller 
Elementary School, one where volunteers 
come in around noon and do one-on·one 
sessions with ,second and third·grade stu· 
dents, and one on Friday mornings where 
all students are welcome to come, read by 
themselves, read to others or listen to sto-
ries. 
"It has helped our students begin to love 
reading just for the sake of reading," LUTZ 
said. 
For more infommtion about Open Books, and 
for details about the 2008 PrinttT's Row Book 
Fair, visit Open·Books.org. 
sbhRt~hronic:lnnslil.&om 
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Survey shows Increase in 
Americans' prescriptions 
"The real problem is that these 
trace amounts of pharmaceuticals 
and chemicals are getting into the 
microorganisms that the fish feed 
on, which means it's affecting the 
food chain, the ecosystem of the 
lakes and that will harm us," said 
Mike Davis, assistant professor of 
chemistry at Harold washington 
College and host of a new televi-
sion show "City Science" on Wise 
TV. 
Along with the chemicals from 
pharmaceuticals in the water are 
the chemicals in electronics that 
are seeping into the water from 
landfills and junk yards. 
"The average computer monitor 
has four to six pounds of lead in 
the glass screen alone. Recharge-
able batteries contain the metal 
cadmium. And there's mercury in 
the backlighting system of LCD 
displays ," said Mary Gade, EPA's 
Great Lakes national program 
manager and regional administra -
tor. "These heavy metals can end 
up in bodies of water like the Great 
Lakes by seeping into the soil, and 
eventually into the waterways." 
The American Society of Health-
system Pharmacists found a pos-
sible reason for the pharmaceuti-
cals in the water in a recent survey. 
According to the Society from 1994 
to 2006, the number of prescrip-
tions fi lled increased 71 percent 
while the population only grew 
9 percent. The surv~y also found 
that nearly half of Americans now 
take one or more medications. 
Retail sales of over-the-counter 
drugs ~o tripled between 1982 
and 2002, according to the ASHP 
survey. Along with human waste, 
small amounts of pharmace~ticals 
are going into the water and being 
flushed down the toilet. 
The water carrying this waste is 
sent to water treatment facilities 
to be cleaned. 
"The current filtration tech-
nology is very good for removing 
things like metals and harmful 
bacteria in the water but not for 
organic compounds like pharma-
ceuticals yet," Davis said. "It has 
not been an issue until now." 
In honor of Earth Month, the 
EPA is hosting events that spill 
over into May 15, but it also has 
an ongoing program called plug-
In to eCycling that encourages 
electronics recycling. 
The city of chicago is also has 
a permanent drop-off site for 
household hazardous waste and 
electronics on Goose Island, 1150 
N. Branch St. 
The EPA and the city of chi-
cago also announced at the con-
ference an EPA grant to support 
five permanent drop-off sites for 
unwanted medicines at city police 
stations. The drop-off centers , 
according to EPA spokesperson 
Phillippa Cannon, have not been 
announced yet, but will be located 
at police stations because federal 
law requires that a law enforce-
ment officer be present at medi-
cine drop-off sites to secure the 
medications, since sometimes 
controlled substances such as 
narcotics are collected. 
"The problem of prescription 
drugs in our waterways is a recent 
and emerging issue for EPA that 
needs to be studied further," Gade 
said. "But in the meantime we can 
save energy by recycling and re -
using electronics." 
A 2006 EPA study on Municipal 
Solid Waste Recycling Rates found 
that recycling 1,000 computers 
could save the amount of energy 
that nine homes would use in a 
year. Also, if all the cell phones 
that were thrown away in 2006 
had been recycled- about 100 mil-
lion phones-it would have saved 
about 10 trillion British Thermal 
Units of energy, which is enough 
to power nearly 200,000 homes for 
a year. 
Chicago residents appear ready 
to meet the Great Lakes Challenge, 
according to David Walters, man-
ager of the waste reduction and 
compliance section of the Illinois 
EPA. 
At the last collection event for 
electronic and pharmaceutical 
waste held on April 19 at DeVry 
University, more than 1,000 vehi -
cles arrived, stretching across 
three blocks before the event even 
began. 
"Th e city of Chicago under-
stands the seriousness of water 
quality and safety and we'll look 
to expand ways that Chicagoans 
can dispose of electronics and pre-
scription drugs safely," McKenna 
said. 
For more infonnation on EPA recy-
clin9 events in Chica90 and the Mid-
west visit www.EPA.gov/GreatLahes. 
For more infonnation about city of 
Chicago drop-off centers, call 3-1-1 or 
visit www.dtyO/Chicago.org 
sbhat@Chroniclemail.com 
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• •• you could power 200,000 homes for a year. 
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BOX LUNCHES. PLATTERS. PARTIES! 
FREEBIES I"'" ''"'' ONLY} 
Omoll lelluce allalla sproulS tomato maro sliced 
cucumber OIJon mustard 011 & vinegar and oregano 
DElIVERY OROlRS Will mclude a 
dellmr charge per Item. 
Ii WE DELIVER! 7 DAYS A WEEK ~ 
TO FIND THE LOCATION NEAREST YOU VISIT JIMMYJOHNS.COM 
"YOUR MOM WANTS YOU TO EAT AT JIMMY JOliN'S!" © 
Up all night in the city 
Night-long arts and culture 
event will take over Loop May 2 
by Becky Schlikerman 
Associate Editor 
TYPICALLY THE Loop is desolate after the 
business day is over. But this year, like last , 
it will come alive after dark. 
On May 2 from 5 p.m. to 7 a.m .,Looptopia, 
the aU-night arts and culture festival will, 
aim to have the Loop bustling with people 
and events ranging from artists' installa-
tions, music, readings and performances 
scattered throughout 100 venues in the 
downtown area. 
Last year's Looptopia brought an esti-
mated 200,000 people into the Loop during 
the 14-hour event, said Ty Tahing. execu-
t ive director of the Chicago Loop Alliance, 
a membership organization for Loop busi-
nesses presenting Looptopia. 
Although the concept is the same this 
year, there are a few changes. 
Tabing said the "footprint" of the event is 
larger, spreading across 44 blocks and north 
past the c hicago River at wacker Drive, 
unlike last year 's event. 
Organizers also moved the event up a 
week to avoid conflicting with college grad-
uations and Mother's Day, Tabing said. 
"'We wanted to make this a standalone 
event that wasn't tied to graduation "'!eek-
end," he said. 
After midnight, free wristbands will be 
given to visitors in order to monitor capac-
ity,Tabing said. As people leave,organizers 
will try to collect the wristbands to give to 
other participants, he added. 
The event, which was inspired by some 
Paris and other European cities' "White 
Nights," was the first of its kind in the 
United States, Tabing said. Since last year's 
Looptopia,Miami Beach has hosted its own 
version, he added. 
Brian Barry,a junior marketing commu-
nications ma jor,said he attended Looptopia 
last year but was disappointed. 
fI]t seemed like people were just milling 
around," Barry said. "There was no rea l 
direction." 
Barry said he plans to attend this year but 
hopes there are more street and outdoor 
events. 
This year's Looptopia also has some new 
partners, including Around the Coyote, 
which is spreading its multi-disciplinary 
art from Wicker Park to the Loop, said 
Anthony Abbina nti, communications 
director for Around the Coyote,a nonprofit 
art community known for its festivals in 
Wicker Park. 
"We were looking to expand out of Wicker 
Park," Abbinanti said. "We wanted to get the 
work of the artists that we work with out to 
a larger audience." 
Around the Coyote has converted a raw 
space at wacker Drive and wabash Avenue 
into the "Riverwalk Gallery," with 80 artists 
from all mediums displaying their work, 
Abbinanti said. There will also be a cafe in 
the gallery with food from Cooking FOOls, 
1916 w. North Ave., a Wicker Park gourmet 
catering and take-out establishment. 
]n addition, Around the Coyote will 
exhibit artists' work, music, readings and 
e::e;~~::~ /) 
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enterprises inC. 
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Looptopia-goers danced the night away as MF Chicago, a collaboration of performers and .,,,,.<s. en,."," 
a visual arts installation during last year's Looptopla on May 11, 2007. 
perfonnances at the Fine Arts Building,410 
S. Michigan Ave., throughout the night. 
There are also various previous partners, 
including BlickArt Materials,42S.State St., 
a sponsor of Looptopia. 
General Manager Mike Tuleja said the 
store is part of the Loop community and 
always gets involved with arts events in 
the area. 
He said the store had about 2,500 people 
walk through its doors during last year's 
event and he expects it to double this year. 
Tuleja recalled the mood of last year's event 
as "fun and upbeat" even though it was 
raining and cold. 
Blick,a member of the Chicago LoopAlli-
ance, will have photography, music, face 
painting, airbrush tattoos and a sidewalk 
chalk mural among other activities and 
exhibits unti! midnight. 
The Chicago Artists Coalition, an artists 
organization, will be showcasing artist's 
work at Blick and there will be an open easel 
competition by six teams from different 
colleges in the area, including columbia, 
Courtesy CHICAGO LOOP ALLIANCE 
Tuleja said. 
Tabing said some of the most interesting 
presentations this year include Kooza Kite 
Action by Cirque du Solei!, which will be a 
street performance from 5 p.m. to 10 p.m . 
around the Loop mixing kite stunts with 
dancers and acrobats.And Chicago bluegrass 
band Tangleweed is presenting "Downtown 
Hoe-Down; where participants will be able 
to square dance at Daley plaza, 50 W. wash-
ington St., from 8 p.m. to 9:30 p.m. 
Ninety-five percent of the events are 
free, Tabing said. He encourages people to 
come into the area, walk around and pick 
up the maps. But for a more comprehensive 
and organized experience, he said people 
should visit Looptopia.com and chart out 
their night. 
Olivia Cole, sophomore cultural studies 
major, said she may attend Looptopia this 
year. 
"Anything with art,] want to go to,· COle "-
said. 
bschlikerman@Chroniclemail.com 
Macy's gets eco-friendly 
National retai ler to use 
environmentally conscious packi ng 
materia ls, shopping bags 
by Bethany Reinhart 
AssistantC ity Beat Editor 
MACY'S INC. is turning a new leaf and 
going green. The Cincinnati-based retailer 
announced new plans to use eco-friendly 
shopping bags and packaging materials as 
part of its commitment to environmental 
preservation. 
Macy's initiatives came in response to 
concerns by both employees and consumers, 
said Jim Siuzewski, vice president of Corpo-
rate Communications and External Affairs. 
Macys.com and Macy's sister company, 
Bloomingdale's, will start using eco-friendly 
packing peanuts when shipping fragile mer-
chandise to customers, Sluzewski said. The 
new packaging material is 100 percent bio-
degradable, compostable and recyclable. 
"Our old packing peanuts were made from 
synthetic materials and were not biodegrad-
able," Sluzewski said. 
The new packaging material breaks down 
in water in approximately nine minutes and 
is not harmful to the environment, he said. 
It is made from raw ingredients including 
pure com and pptato starch. 
PatrovS'of the department store will also 
begin seeing new shopping bags. 
Macy's will begin us ing recycled paper 
shoppiPg bags and biodegradable packing 
materials at the end of this month. 
The eeo-friendly shopping bags will 
replace Macy's current bags, which are made 
from Kraft paper with 30 percent recycled 
materials, Sluzewski said. Kraft paper is 
made from wood pulp and processed with 
a sulfur solution. 
Macy's old paper shopping bags were 
made from laminated paper that was not 
recyclable, Sluzewski said. 
The cOmpany plans to expand its offering 
of eco-friendly giftwrapping material by the 
end of this year. 
Macy's will continue its use of recycla-
ble gift boxes and tissue paper, which are 
both made from entirely recycled mate-
rial. Bloomingdale's will convert to 100 
percent recycled tissue paper this spring. 
Additionally, Bloomingdale's will offer 
completely recycled gift wrap and ribbon 
beginning in November, said Elizabeth 
Quarta, director of National Media Rela-
tions for Bloomingdale's. 
In conjunction with the new paper bags 
and packaging materials, Macy's will now 
offer customers the option to purchase reus-
able tote bags, said Jennifer McNamara, 
director of Media Relations. 
The reusable bags are made from 100 
percent natural cotton and were created 
in partnership with Cotton Incorporated, a 
nonprofit research corporation that works 
with the cotton industry, said Robin Merlo, 
director or Public Re lations for Cotton 
Incorporated. 
"The new bag will sell for $3.95 and $1 of 
that will be donated to the National Park 
Foundation," McNamara sa id. 
Macy's picked Earth Week to kick off its 
new eco-friendly campaign, and held sev-
eral events throughout the week to celebrate 
environmental awareness. 
On Earth Day, April 22, the first 100 
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Dorothy Jones crosses Washington Street with a large shopping bag from Macy's on April 24. Dorothy and 
her husband Glen are visiting Chicago from Nashville. Tenn. Dan Thompson THE CHRONICLE 
customers in every store received a free tree 
sapling. The first 100 children who stopped 
by the Macy's Kids' Department received 
a free copy of Kid Power, a coloring and 
activity book designed to teach children 
about the environment and Na tional Parks, 
McNamara said. 
Macy's launched the tote bag program by 
giving away free totes on April 26. The flag-
ship store gave free tote bags to the first 250 
customers, McNamara said. 
Macy's also held a special shopping event 
to help benefit the National Park Foundation 
on April 26 and 27. 
The shopping event , called One Good 
Turn, gave customers the opport unity to 
donate $5 to the National Park Foundation. 
In return, they received a One Good Turn 
shopping pass which gave t hem 20 percent 
off, McNamara sa id. 
"Our employees are very passionate and 
committed to [environmental issues) and 
these incentives are just a few of many that 
are in the works," Sluzewski said. 
Macy's has been focusing on developing 
an eco-friendlystrategy for more than a year, 
he said. 
By the end of this year, Macy's Inc. plans 
to install solar energy panels on more than 
30 of its stores. 
"The [solar] panels along with all of the 
other energy efficient projects we are work-
ing on will reduce energy consumption by 
about 40 percent in these stores," he said. 
Despite Macy's eco initiatives, some Chi· 
cagoans say it won't change their shopping 
habits. 
"It's nice, but it won't make me shop [at 
Macy's)," said Kirk Sippel, a registered archi-
tectwith BauerLatozaStudio. "If we are going 
to talk green, I still think it should be the 
original green-Marshall Field's." 
breinhart@Chroniclemail.com 
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After success of other 
city departments' use of 
compactors, eTA jumps on the 
bandwagon 
reduction in emissions from the garbage 
and trash trucks coming around, a reduc-
tion in noise and in traffic. The enclosed 
design keeps the trash in, keeps pests out 
and contains the smell." 
The BigBelly compactors are designed to 
receive its energy needs from solar power. 
The compactor placed at the State and 
Lake streets location was underground 
for more than a month. Gates said the CI'A 
was testing how well it would do in a busy, 
indoor area during its pilot program. But 
some wondered why a solar-paneled trash 
compactor was underground. The compac-
tors, however, do have the option of being 
powered with an AC adapter, Gates added. 
It has since been moved above ground 
to another CfA location to reap the 501ar-
powered benefits and has been very suc-
cessful, Gates said. 
"(The CTA} has gone from having to 
collect the trash four times a day to 
only collecting it once a day," Gates said. 
Since the pilot program with the CI'A was 
successful, BigBelly and the transit agency 
are talking about adding more. Hosin-
ski said after further testing, the CI'A will 
review the results to see whether or not it 
will purchase more. 
unlike other city departments, the CfA 
hasn't paid for any BigBelly compactors yet. 
The company provided the single recep-
tacle for the pilot. 
UEachBigBellycostsapproximately$4,300 
each," said Matt Smith, chief spokesperson 
for the Chicago Department of Streets and 
Sanitation in an e-mail. "It's more expen-
sive than a metal trash basket but we do 
realize some savings by not having to use 
our crews with as much frequency as we 
normally would with a regular waste basket 
truck pick-up." 
Smith said the cost of the compactors 
has prevented the Streets and Sanitation 
Department from purchasing more com-
pactors; however, the tests from the five 
the department has tested since bringing 
them out in 2006 have proved successful. 
The traditional iron bins downtown cost 
a few hundred dollars, and regular plastic 
bins cost around $20 to $30, he said. 
"We liked the concept of a street-based 
trash compacting receptacle that was both 
solar-powered and could allow us to reduce 
the amount of trips would make with a 
crew to empty it on a regular basis," Smith 
said. 
The department has compactors on Mich-
igan Avenue at Washington street, Madison 
and Pearson streets, along with two in the 
heart of the LOOp. Since adding the com-
pactors, Streets and Sanitation crews have 
saved two trips out to collect the waste that 
crews would normally go out to collect in 
the same time period. 
"When we reduce the amount of times a 
refuse truck services a trash receptacle we 
are helping the environment,especially by 
reducing harmful emissions," Smith said. 
The 25 compactors that went out on the 
lakefront and in parks from the Chicago 
Park District also proved successful, said 
Zves Kubat, spokesperson for the Chicago 
Park District. 
"Most trash receptacles of this type 
require energy, but since {these] are solar-
on tap 
www.reggieslive.,;:clfl 
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Other city departments have placed BigBelly t rash compactors at locations like the lakefront and city 
parks. 
powered they're eco-friendly and support 
fuel conservation and decrease emissions," 
Kubat said. "That's our principle behind it 
and it was a pilot program last year and 
we did it along the lakefront and it worked 
out great." 
Kubat said other than those out at 
locations such as North Avenue beach, 
Northerly Island and Queens Landingl 
Buckingham Fountain, the Park District 
is looking to put more out down the road. 
Gates said BigBelly, which has been in oper-
ations for five years, has 1,400 receptacles 
out in the U.S. and overseas. Other cities 
that have put the solar-powered compac-
tors out on the streets include Los Angeles, 
Indianapolis, Cincinnati and Boston. 
Courtesy BIGBELLY 
Gates said the compactor's benefits would 
pay for itself within two years. 
The CI'A, in addition to testing out the 
compactors, recently purchased 150 hybrid 
buses that will hit the road later this 
summer, and its headquarters, 567 W. Lake 
St., was one of the first buildings in the city 
to receive gold LEED, Leadership in Energy 
and Environmental Design, certification. 
Currently, construction workers are 
replacing old wooden rail ties with recy-
cled plastic ties as compared to wooden 
ties. About 6 percent of the ties have been 
replaced. 
bmarlow@Chroniclemail.com 
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New line could begin in two 
years if bill Is passes this spring 
take place, as well as rehabbing train cars 
that are in storage, Magliari said. 
Tamara Nicholson,freight and passenger 
policy coordinator at the Iowa Department 
of Transportation, said she's happy to see 
the results of the study. 
"We're very encouraged by the ridership 
numbers and capital expenditures that 
would be needed to provide this service," 
Nicholson said. 
Iowa is working on putting together a 
funding program for the state's legislators 
for next year, Nicholson said. 
Nicholson said Iowa is lucky the existing 
line, the Rock Island line, is still in good 
shape, 
Throughout the years, Iowa has made 
many improvements to make it usable for 
the freight line, but other improvements 
would need to be done for passenger opera-
tions, she said. 
"We're starting out with a good line 
already," Nicholson said. 
However, if funding is secured, the pro-
cess may happen in increments. It could 
first restore service between Chicago and 
the Quad Cities, then onto Iowa City. 
But Nicholson said she hopes it's done at 
the same time,or around the same time,so 
the whole route can benefit . 
Rick Harrish, the executive director of 
the Midwest High Speed Rail Association , 
a nonprofit association that advocates for 
better service of trains in the Midwest,said 
this line extension should have been hap-
$400 Rebate 
Railroad routes from Chicago to Quad Cities and Iowa City 
(Map shows proposed route in both Iowa and Illinois) 
Iowa Department of Trans.cpo_rt_a_'_lo_n ________ _ C:-c -"- =-- • = . ::!:! c::J =. 
pening years ago. 
"The state should have never let this ser-
vice go," Harrish said. "We need to get it 
running as soon as possible." 
Harrish said passengers pay too much 
for transportation, but getting this line 
and others connecting Chicago to cities 
like Decatur, Ill. , Rockford, Ill. , and Peoria, 
Ill ., would economically benefit the area 
by bringing these cities closer. In addi -
tion, adding more passenger rail to areas 
without would cut down on an individual's 
transportation costs. 
Magliari said by restoring this line that 
already exists, it is also helping the envi-
ronment by not taking more land out of 
agriculture to build new lines. 
According to the U.S. Department of 
Energy, Amtrak is 18 percent more ener-
gy-efficient than commercial ai rlines. 
xD $15:"'70:, '" 
Bu t with fuel prices so high, people are 
lOOking at alternatives. 
"I think there's a renaissance of people 
riding the rails again in this country," 
weber said. 
bmarluw@chronielemtul.com 
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Scoop in the Loop by Brett Marlow City Beat Editor 
What's going on, Chicago? 
What's with the people in this city? 
The weather outside is nice after a harsh 
and bitter winter. I would think sunshine 
would make people happy, but it seems the 
wann weather might be causing an adverse 
reaction because of the recent week of t rag-
edies. 
Ever since mOving to Chicago I have felt 
safe. I've had one or two run-ins with some 
sketchy people and have been in some 
"sketchplexes," but nonetheless, I never 
really feel at risk. Maybe it was an off week 
last week. but the bad news just kept rolling 
in for chicago. 
Twenty-four children have been shot in 
chicago Public Schools and after sitting 
in on a few Chicago Board of Education 
meetings, parents are now complaining 
the police officers who are there to protect 
students are not doing their jobs. Instead, 
they're harassing the students and parents. 
w hen parents voice their concerns that 
the officers need more diversity training, 
and express action needs to be taken now, 
their comments are heard, but no extreme 
actions have been taken to assuage their 
fears. 
Judging by the number of attacks, shootings. bicycle aCCidents and stabbings. violence is a problem. What 
the city needs is a Band·Aid. some way to fill: these problems and soon. LIQUID LIBRARY 
There's no quick fix to end violence, but if 
the police are in place and only putting fuel 
on the fire, get them out,or get officers who 
will do their job and not judge students or 
their parents in such a tragic time. 
Aside from schools, things are happen. 
ing in every neighborhood and throughout 
streets, train stations and in homes. 
Regardless of fault, biCYClists in the city 
seem to be getting struck and killed bydriv. 
ersand cars, and the laws that are in place 
don't seem to be preventing these incidents 
from happening. A law can 't prevent some· 
one from breaking it, but better enforce· 
ment,higher fines and tougher restrictions 
can. I have friends who bike everywhere. 
I don't want to be reading about them in 
the papers next,so please if you drive keep 
your three-foot distance and pay attention. 
Or better yet, get out of your car and pedal 
yourself. 
On April 23,a man randomly attacked six 
people in the north Loop including elderly 
people and a news anchor for WLS·Channel 
7 news, according to the Chicago Tribune. 
And the attacks weren't in the middle of 
the night; they were around 7 p.m.- while 
it's still ligh t out. Fortunately none of the 
victims were seriously injured, but how 
often does one come out of work or walk 
around the Loop and get punched in the 
face by someone? 
And to top the day off, CBS2.com reported 
on Aprii 23, that five were killed in a SOuth 
Side home shooting. 
The same night a man was stabbed out-
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side the Morse Avenue Red Line station. 
So, what gives? Did Chicago just have 
a bad week or does this highlight a lot of 
issues that have been sporadically happen· 
ing, but are now becoming points where 
further action is needed to prevent these 
incidents? 
In any case,something needs to be done 
by police. I've seen more bike cops out 
lately, but if these incidents are happen-
ing in downtown which doesn't see much 
crime, increase patrols. I'm not sure of the 
solution to school shootings, but if police 
aren't working, try something else. Educate 
the officers on the area, the diversity of stu-
dents and don't tolerate their ignorance. 
Let 's not let the melancholy follow 
th rough into a season that should be 
enjoyed. 
bmarlo~hroniclemail.,om 
What's in your wallet? 
While riding t he CTA at 1167 S. State 
St., a 22·year·old female said she felt an 
unknown person bump into her on the 
train on April 21. According to police 
reports, when the victim checked her purse 
she discovered that her Coach wallet was 
missing. The wallet was estimated to be 
worth $300 and contained her student 10 
and social security card. No further infor· 
mation was available as of press time. 
Two-for-one special 
During a routine patrol, police officers 
observed a male and female in an alley at 
42S S. Wabash Ave.The 27-year-old male was 
smoking a brown,hand·rolled cigarette that 
emitted a strong odor of what the officers 
believed was burning cannabis. When the 
officers approached the offenders, they 
ascertained that the cigarette contained 
a crushed, g reen leafy subs tance. Accord-
ing to police reports, as the male offender 
was advised of his rights and placed under 
arrest, he told officers he had two more bags 
of cannabis. When the female offender was 
sea rched, the arresting officers found one 
small bag in her possession. Both offenders 
were arrested. 
In Other News 
South Side murders 
Five people were found dead in a South 
Side home on April 23, according to the 
Chicago Sun-Times. Three men and two 
women were found shot to death in a 
two-story home in the 7600 block of 
Rhodes Avenue. At least one of the vic· 
tims was shot in the head. One of the 
women was found completely nude, 
and the other was partially clothed. As 
of press time, police do not know the 
motive for the shootings. Police called 
this multiple homicide one of the worst 
mass killings in Chicago since 2003. 
Menacing meningitiS 
Chicago health commissioner Dr. Terry 
Mason is urging parents of teenagers to 
have their children vaccinated against 
meningococcal disease, according to 
NBCS.com. There have been four men-
ingitis deaths reported in the last sev· 
era! months. The Chicago Department 
of Public Health has issued a message 
that the city needs to take all necessary 
precautions. Teenagers can be exposed to 
meningitis and not even know it , health 
officials said. Although the disease is 
very dangerous, it is easily prevented 
with the vaccination, Mason said. Clin-
ics across Chicago are expected to have 
the vaccination in stock. 
North Side assault 
A 22-year-old female was sexually 
assaulted on the City's North Side onApril 
24,according to the Chicago Tribune. The 
woman was assaulted at approximately 
3:30 a.m.The assault took place in a park· 
ing lot near Irving Park Road and Ash-
land Avenue. Police said the woman had 
left a local nightclub and was walking 
home when she made a wrong tum. She 
turned down what she thought was a 
road but was actually an outdoor parking 
lot, according to police. Detectives are 
working with the woman to provide a 
sketch of the assailant. 
Ready to rumble 
I 
Authorities responded to a fight in prog· 
ress at 601 S. Dearborn Ave. on April 17. 
According to police reports , the first victim, 
a 28-year-old male, was in pursuit of the 
first offender, a 61·year-old male. Further 
investigation revealed that the first offender 
pulled out a four-and-a-half inch steak knife 
and threatened to stab the victim. At the 
same time, an unknown second offender 
identified only as a male wearing a red cap 
and a red shirt , struck a 36-year-old male 
employee of the nearby hote l, and began to 
punch him repeatedly in the face. 
Police said the two offenders, who 
appeared to be together, were being chased 
by the first victim when officers arrived 
on the scene. While the fi rs t victim was 
unharmed, the second victim, who suffered 
from bleeding and swelling around the face 
from being attacked, was taken to North-
wes tern Memorial Hospital for treatment . 
The arresting officers wt're able to capture 
the first offender at 725 S. Plymouth Court, 
and placed him under arrest . They also 
recovered the knife he used, police sa id. 
Bloodhag 
Monday @ 10 a.m. 
BfMdhag boasts something that no other heaw metal band can offer: They 
fit the criteria for a literacy program. Clad in white button down shirts with 
black ties, their short songs often pay homage to seminal science fiction and 
horror authors or their works. All things considered , science fiction has offered 
more than its fair share of heavy questions; Philip K. Dick questioned the 
nature of reality. Heinlein questioned the validity of patriotism and the nature 
of humankind, and Gibson accurately predicted a totalitarian government that 
perverts the promise of the internet Into a landscape of constant surveillance. 
This Is nerd rock at Its absolute finest. 
8 p.m .. Reggie's Rock Club (18+) 
2109 S. State S1. 
(312) 949-0121 
Treetlnl 
Until April 30 
$8 
Everyone likes to think they're doing their 
part to reduce their carbon footprint. 
Biking instead of driving. recycling, 
eatJng local-they're all pieces of that 
puzzle called "living green: But at the 
end of the day when you head to your 
local bar to knock back a few cold ones. 
It can be hard to quiet that little green 
angel on your shoulder nagging about 
how "you could really be Itving greener: 
Wel\. Whiskey Blue is giving you a 
chance to tell that nagging green angel 
to shut its mouth. because for every 
erMronmentalty.friendly Treetini you buy. 
one tree will be planted. A greener buzz. 
there Isn ·t. 
Whiskey Blue 
172 W. Adams St. 
TreetinLcom 
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'Before the Music Dies' 
Wednesday@ 6:30 p.m. 
The American music Industry Is at a 
perilous point. In an etfort to understand 
how an art form that once helped 
inspire the masses to nigh-revolution 
in the 1960s has mutated into a 
corporate-driven iceberg of uninspired 
radiO playlists. One day Bob Dylan is 
inspiring the youths of America. and only 
a generation later, the closest thing to 
role model youths have from the music 
industry is Justin Timberlake. Featuring 
extenSive Interviews with a multitude 
of artists Including Questlove. Erykah 
Badu. Eric Clapton and plenty of industry 
insiders. th is wi11 be an inspiring·yet· 
chilling look at what went wrong and what 
today's fans and musicians can do to 
save the industry before the mUSIC dies. 
Ferguson Theater 
600 S. Michigan Ave. 
$5 ($3 for students) 
31 cent scoop nleM: 
5 p.m .. All Baskin Robbins location 
600 S. Wabash Ave. 
31 cents 
{312,939-3133 
MeDonaids' Ch'ef Creative Offk:er speaks at 
Airlift Awarct. 
12:30 p.m .. Collins Hall (6th floor) 
624 S. Michigan Ave. 
(312) 344-7600 f"tt Y 
Whit. Hot Kntt., The Uf.llne, The Rlkt.,., 
Holdlnl M.rcury 
8 p.m,. Metro 
3730 N. Clark S1. 
I (773) 549-0337 
$5 (Free belore 9 p.m.) 
•• 
CMt Qr~klal : AppUcatton . trat. ". for Cultural 
It ..... 
12:45 2 p.m., Portrolla Centor, Room 307 
623 S. Wobosh Avo . 
(312) 344 72~ 
.." a. 
Cotumbla P~ry Revtew R. I .... Party 
5:30 D.m .. Sherwood Cun'UJtvlllOry RucltlJl Hull 
1312 S. Mlt.hlglln Avo . 
(312)3Mtsij1 9 1"f" a x 
Kwln Phllliptl dltclus... hi. new book, '. ad 
..... y. 
a D In .. ClrKly ~rtl(ker Au(Jttorlum (lower level) 
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'This American Ufe· 
Uve Broadcast 
Thursday @ 7 p.m. 
For one night only. you have the chance 
to experience a pan-media broadcast. 
the likes of which have never been 
seen before. Ira Glass has hosted his 
emotionally resonant nonfiction radio 
show "This American life" for a number 
of years. but only recently has it crossed 
over to television. On May 1, witness on 
the big screen new stories, outtakes from 
the TV show, a Q&A session, new stories 
read live by Glass and more. Although 
Chicago screenings have already sold 
out, there are plenty of theaters In the 
suburbs with tickets still available. 
Locations at WBEZ.org 
$20 
Redeftnlnl" Urban: CompUatJon CD R ..... 
Party 
7 p,m., Conaway Center 
1104 S. Wabash Ave. 
(312) 344·6700 
Race for _ Safe Stat.: A 5k Run, Walk and 
Roll 
Registration at 4:30 p.m. 
6:30 p.m .. Grant Park 
337 E. Randolph St. 
(312,742·7529 
$35 
Supematur_1 Chlcalo (tho.t tour) 
7:30 p.m .. ElIcaUbur Nightclub 
632 N. Doarborn SI. 
(312) 26&19411 
$25 
Qhottlancl ObMryatory 
6 p.m .. Mf.ltro 
3730 N, Clark St. 
(773) M90337 
$20 
Kat. NHh 
7:30 p.lT1 .. nl. VIO 
l45 N. She 'fl"I(1 Ave , 
(173,0720449 
$20 
·"_M_· 
·11.' 
Mldnt.ht. MUllo boll f lleaU" 
3133 N. SOutl1»O" Avo 
{77 )811.eeo.t 
$ ,110 
your weekly terdo list 
April 28-May 4 
Looptopla 
Friday@ 5 p.m. 
Finding something to do in the South 
Loop past 10 p.m. is a daunting task. 
One night of the year, though, downtown 
businesses open their doors to become 
the city's biggest block party. The second 
annual Looptopia is here, and that means 
from dusk until dawn you can never be 
sure what you'lI find. This year will haYe 
live bands, surreal performance art. 
drink specials, street muslclans, fi lm 
screenings and much much more. 
From dusk unt il dawn 
The South l oop 
(312) 949-0121 
M.iiillii.6N1 
T'he PhenofM, The Sahe, The ConnIpt5on F1tts 
8 p.m., Reggie's Rock Club 
2109 S. State St. 
(312) 949-0121 
$10 [:) 
Openl", 0' 'T'he Wonde' Poe t.aIta 
of a Remembered Ctty' 
9 8.m.-6 p,m., Chicnao Cultural center .. SlucMo 
Theater 
77 E. Rondolpl\ SI. 
(312) 744,6e30 
Until June 29 ~"f," • 
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